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I nt r oduc t ion

This practicum was undertaken in the town of Stone\da1f,

Manitoba at the Community Hea1th Centre. This writer chose

to adopt a Structural/ Strategi c model of therapy which is

consistent with the notion of "community lqental-. Health" and

far removed from the traditional approach to psychiatric

probtems. Two thousand years of cul-tural and sociaf develop-

ment have led us to the concept of "madness as an illness",

and indeed mental illness has come to be defined as a medical

problem in western society; a disease of the individual, and

the popularity of the medical ideology remains today (conrad

& Schneider, I9.80; Langsley et. aL., 1968).

The disease metaphor was borrowed from the medical profession

and is used to conceptual-ize behaviour disorders. This model

hol-ds that diseases can be caused by the invasion of micro-

organisms on the body. Likewise iÈ is assumed that behavior

disorders foLlow the same tinear pattern. That is, an indi-

vidual who is displaying symptoms of mentèl ilLness is viewed

as if they were physically i11, despite the absence of any

known etiology. when this linear, cause and effect type

notion is assigned to the mentally ill, the problem is large-

ly defined as one that resides wiÈhin the individual. The

focus of treatment is then prinarily on the individual with
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Iittle or secondary consideration given to significant re-

lationships or outside forces impínging on the person (conrad

& Schneider, 1980 ) .

Most recently in the mental heèlth fiefd, the ecological per-

spective has gained in recognition. This perspective empha-

sizes the "transactions between people and environment that'

on the one hand, promote or inhibit growth' develoPment, and

re.Lease human potential and on the other hand, promote or

inhibit the capacity of environments to support the diversity

of human potential" (Germain, I98I' p. 325). The indi-

vidual may be observed operating within the context of the

farnily, which j-s observed operating withÍn the context of the

larger cornmunity. It is assum"U an-a a1I individual-s affect

their environment and j-n. turn are affected by it. lt fol-Iov/s

then that when "mental ill-ness" occurs it must be syste-

matically assessed within the context of the human-environ-

mental interface in which it occurs. It is with this premise

that this writer pursued this practicum.

chapter one opens with an explanation of systemic theory and

concludes i{ith a discussion of family therapy as an interven-

tive strategy. This is the theoretical base upon which this

practicum was undertaken. Chapters two and three provide a

detailed review of the structuraJ- and strategic models of
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therapy. chapter three cl-oses with consideration of the

intergration of the structural anal strategic approaches and

reviews the empirical research on thís model completed to

date. The fourth chapter explores transactional patterns and

the utilization of the Circular Pattern Diagram as an assess-

ment tool-. A case example of its application is provided.

The report then moves away from theoretical material and into

the descriptíon of the practicum undertaken by this writer.

Chapter five describes the practicum setting, subjects and

the three evaluation measures that were used, which include

the Fanily Assessment Measure IfI, the Family Adaptability

and Cohesion Eval-uation Scale, and the Checklist of Family

concerns. Chapter six presents the case study results and

offers an eval-uation of the assessment meaaurea. The seventh

and final chapter closes with this writer's conci-uding

remarks .



Chapter One

General Systems Theory

The ecological paradigm has its roots in social systems

theory (AuerswaId, 1968) ' By definition, "a social system is

a model of a social organization that possesses a distinctive

total unit beyond its component parts, that is distinguished

from its envj-ronment by a clearfy defined boundary, and

whose sub-units are at least partiatly interrelated within

re.Iatively stable patterns of social order" (As quoted from

Olson, I968; in Anderson & Carter, I97A, p. I0) ' Von

Bertalanffy (1934), a biological scientist, was a pioneer of

general systems theory. It was from Von Berta.Ianffy's study

of organisms that the early formul-ations of systems theory

came to be (Hartman & Laird, 1983). He observed organisms to

have self-regulative capacities and to be intrinsically

active. All organism'6 motivation for behaviour resided

within the organism itself (Okun & Rappaport, L98O). Von

Bertalanffy identified the general principles of organization

and operatj.on that aL1 systems share. The notion of a family

as a system was generated when social scientists generalized

the principles identified by Von Bertalanffy to human system

interactiona.I patterns
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From a systemic perspective the family is conceptualized as

an organizational structure composed of a set of inter-

dependent parts (okun & Rappaport, I980t Hartman & Laird,

1983 ) . The focat assumptions of a systems model that relate

to the functioning of the family include:

The parts of the family are interrefated.

one part of the family cannot be understood in
isolation from the rest of the system.

Family functioning cannot be fuIIy understood by
simply understanding each of the Parts.

A family's structure and organizatj.on êre imPortant
factors determining the behavior of famiJ-y members.

Transactional patterns of the family system shape
the behavior of farnily members (EPstein & BishoP,
L98]- , p. 447 ) .

The above five assumptions derive from four general system

properties that may be illustrated within the family system.

These propertíes are that of equifinalíty, whol-eness, homeos-

tasj-s and feedback (okun & Rappaport, 1980).

Equifinality is that property that sPeaks to the interactions

among the parts of the system. It is most likely that the

interactional sequences of the subsystems will produce the

same results, regardless of the origin. For example if one

family member is typically identified as the troubl-e maker or

I.

3.

4.
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probfem, the famiJ-y wifl probably identify that person as the

culprit regardless of who actually initiated the escalation

of the problem. observation of the current family inter-

actional- process will uncover the interactional patterns that

determíne the results, (i.e., the behaviors) of the system.

Vlholeness addresses the rel-ationship between the system and

its parts. The total system is greater than the sum of its

parts; that is, the system is more than the composite of thê

individual componenÈs. A family consisting of father,

mother, son and daughter is something other than the ab-

sol-ute of the four members. Each member is a unique entity

but the total- system includes all interactional processes and

patterns that sustain the famiLy system. Given that alf

parts are interrelated, a change in one part or subsystem may

cause a change in one or more other subsystems. For example'

if father is successful at abstaining from alcohol after

several years of drínking to intoxication dailyr this change

wilt reverberate throughout the system. A change in his

behavior wi1Ì subsequentJ-y change the interactional patterns

of other family members towards him and each other. ¡'olfovr-

ing through lvith the property of whofeness the entire family

system may be changed in a way that is greater than the sum

of the individual changes. Thus a system cannot be fully

comprehended or represented by the summation of its
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subsystem6 (okun * RaPpaport, 1980).

The feedback process involves the interactional exchanges

among the parts of thè system. It is through feedback that

the components of the system relate to one another. The

principle of feedback comes to us from the study of cyber-

netics: a scientific discipl-ine devoted to the study of com-

munication and control in both mechanical and 1ivíng systems'

Earl-íer scientific exPlanations of the worl-d assumed linear

cause and effect process t a systemic approach incorporating

the cybernetic process assumes a circular relationshÍp' The

difference between the two, is as sirnpte as understanding the

difference between a line and a circle. The cj-rcular process

was understood as fee¿lback and observed in \¡¿hat was termed

feedback loops. Feedback means that part of the system's

output is reintroduced into the system as informalion about

the output. Or Put anotÏ¡er way by Anderson and Carter,

(1978), feedback includes the echo anal the adjustment made to

the echo. It is a simul-taneous Process where one event

influences a second event which sti-mulates a third and

successive event tf¡at may impact on either the first or

second event or trigger an alternate but related response

cycle. often the example of a home heating unit is used' À

drop in the room temperature (A) stimulates the thermostat

(B), which activates the furnace (C), which produces heat
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(D), that raises the temperature in the room (A) where upon

the feedback process will repeat the sequence. The feedback

Ioop that brings (p) circling back to (A) makes a continuous

line or event impossibLe (penn, L9A2 ), therefore the concept

of a begj-nning or end does not exÍst.

Feedback mechanisms maintain the regular Patterns and struc-

ture of the system necessary for its survj.val (¡tichols, tö84;

Hartman & Laird, 1983 ) . There are t\,vo tyPes of f eedback,

posiÈive and negative. Positive feedback takes place when

the consequences of an output serve to increase the same out-

put (Tomm, I9e2). For example if spanking a crying child

intensifies the crying, Positive feedback has occurred.

Negatj.ve feedback occurs when the monitored consequences of a

particular action result in a decrease in that outPut (Tomm,

1982). Using the example above, if the spanking serves to

stop the child's crying, negative feedback has occurred.

Positive feedback causes an "escalation" whereas negative

feedback serves to decrease the output and ¡naintain a homeo-

static or steady state (Tomm, 1982). In this conÈext the

regulatory patterns that are descrÍbed Possess a different

meaning from the typicaf noti.on of negative feedback as

criticisrn and positive feedback as praise.

Positive feedback alters the system to accommodate change.
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Alf families must possess positive feedback mechanisms if

they are to adapt the system to accomrnodate nelv information.

The maintenance of the systen via its feedback mechanisms is

termed homeostasis (okun a Rappaport, 1980). The term de-

notes the dynamic balance of the system. Famify rules or

regulations governing interaction function to preserve family

homeostasis. It is Lhe homeostatic mechanisms that assist a

famity to regain an acceptabLe behavioral bal-ance when dis-

ruption occurs, thus serving to resist change. This raises

an interesting point in regards to a client's or family's

"resistance" to therapy. As Hoffmann points out:

The idea that the client is "resistant", or that
the family "homeostasis" causes it to resist, is

. totalfy linear' As DeÌl says, "the system does not
'resist', it only behaves in accordance with its
own coherence" (I98I , p.347).

Thus it is not that the family resists change, but struggles

to maintain t¡omeostas i s--that lvhich comes naturally. our

task as therapist is Èo devise interventive tactics that l/iilI

estabfish a ne\,e Ìromeostasis within the fanily system. The

chief merit of systems theory as noted by Hatey (1980), is

that it allows the theraPist to recognize repetj-tive behav-

iour sequences and to subsequently make predictions and plan

interventions. However, on the other hand HaLey remarks on

the irony of systemic theory, in that the "demerít of the

theory for therapeutic purposes is that it is not a theory of
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change, but a theory of stability" (1980, p. 15)' This modef

that attempts to change families was devel-opëd within the

theoretical realms of how famity systens remain stable.

Therapists often observe family members who are helplessfy

caught up in sequences which repeatedly repeat themselves,

despite their wishes and attemPts to change. As interesting

and insightful as systemic theory may be for explaining human

behavior, it is not a sj-mpJ-e guide as to what to do in

therapy (HaIey, 19e0 ) .

Nevertheless, the growing awareness of systemic theory has

resulted in a marked increase in the practice of conjoint

family therapy. In the last two decades, those in the help-

ing professions have observed 'an expanding interest and ac-

ceptance of family therapy (Madanes & Haley, 1977t Hartman &

Laird, 1983; Nicholas, 1984). Subsequently it has become an

increasingly popuLar inter:ventive strategy.

I,lhen this theory is put into clinical practice the therapist

conceptualizes the "prob1em" very differently than a more

traditionally oriented psychoÈherapi st . For example' we can

examine the case of a schizophrenic adolescent, and compare

the treatment impl-ementation based on a traditional persPec-

tive as contrasted with a systems Perspective of the situ-

ation. In a more traditional approach, the identífied
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patÍent is tabelled schizophrenic and it ís believed that the

problem resides within the individual (okun & Rappaport'

I98t). No other people or object relationships are con-

sidered, Treatment will typically involve an admission to a

psychiatric hospital with an intrapsychic focus, and drug

therapy to relieve the s]¡mptoms ' If utilizing a system

approach the childrs problems are examined within the context

of his or her famíIy, and it is reframed as one that involves

all family members ' The part each family member pJ-ays in the

mainÈenance of the symptom is tracked. The focus is on the

communication and interactional patterns of the family and

the "problem" is explored in the context of the larger

environment.

As previously discussed, revolutionary steps vrere taken when

those vrorking in Èhe field of cybernetics, which incorporated

a number of seminal ideas in systems and communication

theory, made application to the family system (Hoffman, I98l;

Nichols, I984; and SÈanton, 1981b). As Hoffman (1981 ) indi-

cètes, the advent of the one-way screen' which cfinicians and

researchers have used since the l95O's to observe live family

interviews, was analogous to the discovery of the microscope.

Just as the microscope allowed the scientist to examine the

structure of a chosen specimen with enhanced vigor and pre-

císion, so too did the move towards direct observation and
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the use of audio and video tape equipment allo\,e the therapist

to examine the family unit from a different perspective.

Seeing things differently made it possibJ-e to think differ-

entl-y. Altered comprehens j-on highlighted the social situ-

ation focusing on the interactional patterns, rather than the

person as the "problem", which gave prominence to the indivi-

dual and their historical mishaps, neglecting the importance

of the "here and now", person-envi ronment transactions. It

became evident that there were options to the more tradi-

tional approach that emphasized the individual psyche. The

insight gained into system dynamics brought forth al-ternative

explanations of human misfortune, stimulated further inno-

vative techniques for family-oriênted therapies and created a

new interest and perspective of clinical evaluation and

behavioural research (Hoff¡nan, 1981r Nichols, 1984).

Thê following two chapters discuss in detail two famiJ-y

oriented models whose underlying theorètical bases are de-

rived from systems theory. These orientations, knovrn as the

structural and strategic modeLs, are considered to fal-I under

the ecological paradigm. Both approaches focus on the fanily

as the target system, and can be combined allowing the thera-

pist to incorporate techniques from either approach in re-

sponse to the presenting sÍtuation. It was this interventj-ve

slrategy that this writer chose to adopt. ChaPter three
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cl-oses with a discussion of an integrated structural/

strategic approach and a review of the research evaluation of

these models completed to daÈe.



chapter Tlvo

Structural Family Therapy

The structuraf school is one of several that Postulates the

predominance of environmental factors as determinants of

behavior; the basic tenet being that individual grovrth and

development is very rnuch influenced by society (MÍnuchin,

I974¡ Aponte & Van Deusen, 1981t okun & Rappaport, 1980).

Emphasis is placed on the transactions bet\4teen people and the

envj.ronment in which they exist. The focal system is that of

the family, as it is prirnarily within the context of the

family that its members are provided. nurturance and social-

ization occurs. In the I97O's structural family theraPy

emerged a6 one of the most popular aPproaches in the field,

as the model clearly describes the underlying structure or

organization of the farnily in terms that provide useful

guidelines for assessment and treatment (Nichols, I9g4). fhe

concept of the "structure" of the social system is funda-

mental to this model (Walsh, 1980). "The structure refers to

the regulating codes as manifested in the oPerational pat-

terns through which PeoPIe relate to one another in order to

carry out functj.ons" (APonte & VanDeusen, 1981, P. 312). The

family structure aIlows the theraPist to describe Predic-

table patterns or sequences of behavior. A set of covert
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rules which govern transactions exists in all family struc-

tures, The structure is shaped by the individual histories

each menber brj-ngs to the family and the constraints placed

on the family by the larger society. Every structure wlth

its dj-vers.ities is unique to each family, but possesses a

degree of universality. PatÈerns of interaction are a mani-

festatíon of the domínant farnily structure with its implicit

and explicit rules and regulatíons that govern individual

behavior (Hoffman, I98I ) .

Historical Background

The structural approach to family theraPy is most closely

identified with the work of Sal-vador Minuchin (Aponte, & Van

Deusen, 198I; Nichots, 1984). Minuchin was born and raised

in Argentina where he obtained a medical degree. He served

as a physician in the Israeli army before coming Lo the

UniÈed States' where he traj.ned in child psychiatry at the

Jewish Board of Guardians ín New York City and studj-ed

psychoanalysis at the i^TiIliam Al-anson White Institute ' He

returned to Israel for a time and then came back to the

United States where he took a job at the Wiftwyck School for

delinquent boys. It was here that Minuchin suggested to his

colleagues that they start seeing families. other family

approaches at the time, devel-oped by Nathan Ackerman and Don
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,lackson were applicable to middle-cIass families and were not

suitable for working with the multi-probÌem. poor families at

Wil-twyck. Minuchin ttas prompted to develop new concepts and

techniques for these New York ghetto families. In their work

Minuchin and his colleagues emphasized the communication

aspect (who speaks to whomr whent Ìrow; and in regards to

what) between farnily members. Thus it has often been

tabeLfed a "com¡nunication approach" (Stanton, I98Ib). This

therapeutic approach was founded on the irnmediacy of the

present reality and focussed on problen solving given the

context of the social siÈuation (APonte & Van Deusen, lggf).

The work at the school by Minuchin and his colleagues,

Montalvo, Guerney, Rosman and Schumer, led to the writing of

the book, 5'amilies of the Slums (1967) ' This marked Èhe

first attempt at a demo¡rstration of structural techniques.

Minuchin's reputation grew, and he became the Dírector of the

Philadelphia Child Guídance Clinic in 1965. .Among Mínuchin's

colleagues were Braulio Montalvo, Jay Haley, Bernice Rosman,

Harry Aponte, Marianne Walters, and StePhen Greenstein, all

of whom played a role in the development of this approach

(Nichols, 1984). By the l-ate 1970's, structural- family

therapy had become one of the most influential and widely

practiced of aI1 family system therapies (Nichols, I984) '

Presently prgctítioners from thj-s school are adapting the

therapeutic techniques to other socioeconomic strata.
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Basic Theoretical concepts

The structural dimensions of transaction most often identi-

fied by structural tlteorists are: boundary, alignment, and

power (Aponte, VanDeusen, f98I). AII interaction contains

these three forementioned structural dimensions. The thera-

pist must decíde which aspect(s) of the interchange may have

more relevance given the issue addressed. The boundaries of

a subsystem as defined by Minuchin (I974) are the rules

defining who participates, and how. They are invisible

boundaries which surround individuals and subsystems that

dictate the amount of contact with others. They function to

protect the seParateness and autonomy of the familyr its sub-

systems ancl individuals. Parents, for example, have roles in

relatíon to their children that they choose for themselves

and that are defined by the larger culture which delermines

the exchange bet\^teen Parent and chiId.

Interpersonal boundaries extend along a continuum from being

rigid to diffuse (Minuchin, I974). The concePt of enmeshment

indicates that the boundaríes are relativety undifferent-

iateil, permeable and fluid. Farnily members function as if

they are one. There is a heightened sense of mutual support

at the expense of individual independence and autonomy'

Enmeshed parents are 1ovíng and caring and their lives re-
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vol"ve around their chil-dren. The children may become over-

dependent on their parents and as a resuft may be less com-

fortable \dith themselves and reJ-ating to people outside the

family. within a disengaged family, boundaries are firmly

delineated, impermeable and rigid. FamiIy members are de-

Èached and Èend to go their own way lvith little overt depend-

ence on one another for their functioning' This may force

children to develop their own resources and become inde-

pendent. It may also produce a relatively sterile environ-

ment where warmth, affection and nurturance are Iackíng'

Disengaged families must be under extreme stress before they

are willing to mobilize mutual support' If parents keeP

their children at a distance it becomes difficult to deter-

mine when the child needs suþport and guidance' A third

co¡nmon dysfunctionaf structure related to boundary is the

violation of functional- boundaries. often there is ínapprop-

riate j.ntrusion of famity members into functions that are not

consistent with healthy growth and devel-opment' The "paren-

tat chiId" is a classic example where the child takes on

respons ibi liti e s typically reserved for the parental domain'

The concept of alignment involves one member of the system

joining or opposing another member of the system in carrying

out an operation (Minuchin, 1974). Individuals may form an

alliance where two people share a co¡nmon interest not shared
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by a third. The parental- subsystem forms a natural alfiance'

A coatition is formed when two or more peopJ-e join together

against a third. corunon types of coalitions formed within

f arnily units include: a stable coalition, where inter-

actional pat¿erns become dominant and inflexibl-e; a detouring

coal-ition whi-ch occurs when an al-Iiance is formed to díffuse

stress bet\¿,¡een members of another coalition, f or example,

Haley's (1980) "sacrificial" adoLescent; and formation of a

triangle where each opposing partner seeks to join with the

same person against the other. When coalitions become

dominant patterns and depending on the issue, family mernbers

are unable to demonstrate flexibility in their alignments,

dysfunction occurs.

Power is an issue that exists in any relationship and can be

demonstrated in numerous \^¡ays (Minuchin, 1974). When a small

child throws a tantrum in the supermarket and is successful

at maniputating the parent inÈo buying the desired cÌ¡ocolate

bar, the child holds the power at that moment in time. In

families different members hold Power j-n relation to other

members which may vary over time and sPace. The executíon of

power is dependent on who is active or passive, willing or

unwilling, acco¡nmodating or able to cornpromise, in any given

context. The fundamental structural problem with power is the

lack of functional- power in the system. Ðysfunction occurs
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when individuals are not able or allowed to exercise the

force necessary to carry out fuhctions within the system. A

common occurrence is the presence of a weak execuÈive system

in wh j- ch parenÈs are unabl-e to direct and control their
children through appropriate means.

Many families have tÏ¡e resources .to continue from day to day

without seeking professional help, but "normal" family tife
is neither static or problem free. ÀlL families face situ-
ations that stress the system (McGoldrick & Carter, 1982¡

Golan, 1978). A crisis may be reJ-ated to disruption in the

developmental process that individuals and families go

through over time such as leaving home, marriage, birth of a

child, death, etc. (Haley, I973), It may revolve around a

life transition such as divorce, relocation, job change; or a

natural or man-made disaster such as war, flood or earthquake

(Golan, 1978). The crÍsis is the individuat or group's

reactíon to the event, not the event itself. Various situ-
ations will induce a crisis state for different individuals,
but each will have a unique but some\rhat predictable reaction
(Puryear, 1978). In such 6ituations the family must modify

its structure to adapt to new situations, which "depends on

the degree to which the fanily structure is well defined,

elaborated., flexible and cohesive" (Aponte & VanDeusen,

198I, p. 315). It is not possible to define the "normal"
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family as opposed to the "abnormal" farnily, but it is pos-

sible to say that the normaL fanily tends to modify its

structure to accom¡nodate changed circumstances, and the

pathological family tends to increase the rigidity of its
structure which will- eventually lead to dysfunction if there

is no adaptatj.on (l¡ichoLs , !984¡ Mccoldrick and Carter,

1982).

Many families seek help at the transitionaL life stages of

family devel-opment. As a therapist is is essential that we

are aware of the family developmental cycÌe and. sensitive to

expectant critical periods. ft is also important that we do

not mistake family growing pains for pathology (Minuchin,

I974). With any disruption, regardless of the precipitating

factors, the family must modify its structure to fit the

extended environment and possess the ability to adapt and

change to meet the basic needs of individual family members.

Assessment Framework

StructuraÌ therapists maíntain that family problems are a

result of a dysfunctional family structure and/or its eco-

system (Minuchin, I974). T'herefore therapy is directed at

altering the cyclic patterns of interaction so that the

family can learn to solve its own problems ín relation to the
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Larger envj-ronment. The ultimate goal of therapy is struc-

tural change (l'linuchin, I974; okun & Rappaport, 1980,

Nichols, I9g4). Once the desired structural changes have

been accomplished the system lvilI move towards a heafthier

state of functioning. The therapist directs the family to

engage in alternative patterns of interaction which wilI

modify family structure and therefore organization. They are

taught new transactional patterns that if regularly repeated

wifl enhance faníIy functioning. Both within and outside the

session, via homework assignments, the therapist assumes an

active role in providing the famity with direction, in-

f.luencing sel-ected aspects of their transactions'

In order to assess family dynamics the therapist must possess

an adequate understanding of structuraL theory and must ob-

serve family members interacting (Minuchin, I974). SeIf

report from family members is not enough. The theraPist must

have the opportunity to observe the famiJ-y in action to de-

termine structural dynamícs. Given that the purpose of

structural theory is to describe the organizational relation-

ships of the parts to the whole in the social ecosystern

(Aponte & VanDeusen, I98I) it is preferable that all members

of the nucl-ear farnily be included j-n the assessment phase.

This may also invol-ve those people who appear to share ín the

probl-em such as extended family, friends, colleagues, or
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other helping professionals. The assessment process includes

identifying the problem, determining iÈs Iocus ín the ecosys-

tem, and defining the system's structures that sustain the

problem (Aponte & Van Deusen, I981 ). Problem identification

involves determining where in the operati onaf i zation of the

structure, system dysfunction occurs. It is the act of iden-

tifying the cyclic behaviour sequences that in fact maintain

the interactional exchanges that the family insists they want

to change. The family becomes locked in a cyclic inter-

change and may or. may not be aware of how one's action and

reaction affects the other. Individuals or subsystems are

believed to be "stuck" in a mutually reinforcing relationship'

Probl-em identification also demands investigation beyond the

realm of the family system. Problems do not occur in iso-

l-ation. Afthough the family system level remains Èhe primary

focus both theoretically and in practice, the therapists must

be attuned to environmental factors that impinge on the

family system (Auerswald, I968).

The above j.s related Èo determining the locus of the problem'

In view of the fact that the therapist conceptualizes the

individual operating within a family within a community' this

is not a simple task. The therapist may attend to one or

more Levels at. any given time, none of which is independent
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of the other (okun & Rappaport, 1980)' The primary locus

consists of those systems engaged in a mutually reciprocating

relationship that' generates the Problem for all or some of

those systems. The concern is for whom the problem is an

issue presently and not at its time of origin, because the

locus of the problem relates to the sustaining structure and

not necessarily to the initial structure to the problem. In

the fínal analysis the therapist must ascertain what and

where the problem is in rel-ation to ho$, the system is

organized given its sustain.ing structures and unique history,

such that the dysfunction is generated and maintained.

Process of strucÈural Family Therapy

Several techniques or strategies are utilized within the Pro-

cess of structural therapy. In reviewing these, one needs to

take into consideration what the different moves are intended

to accomplish. Within this model, techniques are interjected

to create transactions; undertaken so the Èherapist can join

in the transaction, or are an effort to restructure tl.e

transaction (Aponte & VanDeusen' 1981).

In the initial stage of treatment the therapist sets

stage, so to'speak, and joins the family as a leader.

therapist's opening moves are of critical importance as he

the

fhe
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she must gain the family's acceptance while maintaining their

respect (Minuchin, I974). The famiJ-y possesses a firmly

established homeostatic pattern. At times it wil-1 be neces-

sary for the therapist to confront and challenge family mem-

bers. He or she must establish the necessary leverage to

work with the family. .lust as initiaf meetings J.eave lasting

impressions, so too do the first few minutes of the initial

session (Hal-ey, L976). If the therapist has any information

about the farnily prior to the session, this can be used to

hypothesize about the family's dynamics and strategize for

the first meeting. Questions such as: who the Èherapist

should speak to first; who ha6 the family identifíed as the

patientt is there anyone the famíly has negl-ected to bring,

but may be important for the lherapy Process, go through the

therapist's mind. The therapist must also be sagaciously

attuned to the body language of each individual. It's as íf

the therapist is a director who has just walked onto the

stage. The immediate task is to assess very quickly the

characters with whom the work is to be done and to begin

directing the movement. There ís a significant amount of

mental preparation and thought that is necessary just prior

to meeting the family and within the first few minutes of the

session.

As the therapist r¡rork6 toward structuring the therapeutic
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system he/she must also activel-y attempt to join with or
accommodate the fàmily system. Joining is the act of relat-
ing personal.ly to the famiLy for professional purposes

(Aponte & VanDeusen, L98l; Ha]ey, Ig76). The therapist
typicalJ-y engages each member of the family and demonstrates

an empathetic undersÈanding and acceptance of each. It is
essential that the therapist obtain some degree of rapport
with each member as restructuring requires compliance from

the family system. Minuchin (I974) describes Èhree stytes of
accommodating: 1) maintenance, in which the therapist
initiaJ.ly supports the existing dysfunctional family struc-
ture; 2) tracking, in which the therapist activel-y attendÊ to
the family's language, symbols and behavior patterns; and 3)

mimesis, where the therapist ,joins the family by becoming

like the family in manner or content of his or her com¡runi-

cation (Okun ç Rappaport, I98O).

The therapist engages Èhe famíJ-y without beíng overly crit-
ical or offeríng value judgements, The intent of the initial
stage ís to stimulate and observe the family system' s inter-
actionaL pattern so that an assessment can be made of the

family's structural organization (Minuchin, I974) . Six
different aspects of the famiJ.y's structure are.examined:

I. The family structure in terms of its major
subsystems,
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The system's flexibility and its capacity for
elaboration and restructuring, as reveal-ed by
the reshuffling of the alliances, coaliÈions,
and subsystems in response to changing circum-
stances,

The systerflrs resonance, its sensitivity to
indivídua1 members ' action.

The systenr's context, its life-support systems
and sources of stress in its extrafamilial
environment.

The fanily's developmental stage and its per-
formance of tasks appropriate to that stage.

The \¡/ays in which the identified patient's
symptoms are used to maintain the current tran-
sactional patterns (okun c Rappaport, 1980, p.
r47).

Te chnique s

Once the assessment is made the therapist can contract \¡/ith

the family to work on the agreed upon problem. The therapist

then begins to restructure the family system. Several- tech-

niques may be employed which include: l-) actualizing trans-

actional paÈternsr 2) boundary makingt 3) escalating stressi

4) assigning tasks; 5) utilizing symptoms r 6) manipulating

moodi and 7) providing support, education, and guidance (okun

& Rappaport, 1980, p. Ia7),

2.

tr

6.
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Actualizíng of transactional patterns involves nanipulation

of corûnunication and behavior by the therapist. He/she may

encourage family members to talk to one another within the

session, thereby creating a different sequence of inter-

action. For exampJ-e, an adolescent may blurt out "She

doesn't want me anyway! ". The therapist may intervene by

turning to the mother and saying "Your son believes you don't

care for him. I know that you do. can you talk to him now

about what has happened to make him feel thís way. " The

therapisÈ may have other family members Iisten and defer

interruption. He/she may also encourage a famíly member to

do the thing that has been identified as a problem. For

exampJ-e he may have a young child light a fire in a garbage

can, or request thaÈ a depressed husband demonslrate how he

behaves when he is depressed (Munuchin, L974) ' If the hus-

band complains that he has no control over his depression,

yet can spontaneously bring on his s]¡mptoms within the ses-

sion, then he does indeed control that which he claims not

to.

The therapist actively works to restructure the system by

way of marking boundaries and adjusting fanily alliances

(Munuchin, I974). This may occur within the session by

asking peopLe to change seats or as a homework assignment by

suggesting the parents spend a weekend away without the
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children.. other interventions that function to restructure

the family subsystems may include rule changes in the home.

For example, in an enmeshed family where boundaries are not

c.Iearly defined a beginning step might be to have family mem-

bers close their bedroom doors at night and no l-onger allow

the children to come into theír parents' room to sfeep.

The therapist may attempt to move the family by escalating

stress (Munuchin, 1974). A common tactic is to intensify the

emotion within the session. This manoeuvre demands greaÈ

skill- and competence as the therapist may lose controL along

with the fanily's confidence and they may not return.

The assignment of tasks can be extremel-y beneficial to the

therapeutic process. They require ingenuity, planning and

comprehensive direction to be effective. The therapist can

give a directive within the session or assign a task to be

compl-eted as hornework before the next session (Minuchin,

f974). The therapist mäy choose to utilize the symptom, to

the fèmi1y's advantage. There are several options available

to the therapist, dependent upon what structural modification

is desired. The therapist can de-emphasize the s)¡mptom or

request that the symptom be exaggerated (having the bul-imic

client throw-up a specified number of times a day). He/she

may choose to introduce a new s)¡mpton or relabeL the stated
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problem (depression becomes Laziness, jealousy becomes an

expression of affection). Finally the therapist may define

the problem in such a way that the effect of the symptom is

a.ltered (the "out of control" son is helping his parents to

demonstrate what good parents they are). lfhatever the Èech-

nique used, at1 interventions are designed to nodify the

structure and boundaries within the context of the fanily and

its extended ecosystem.

This concludes the discussion on structural theory. The

followíng chapter examines strategic theory and íts appli-

cation to therapy .



Chapter Three

strategic Family Therapy

T'h e Strategic school also has its foundation in general sys-

tem theory, with an added emphasis on cybernetic theory.

Developing from a communications model of family systemsr

strategic therapists focus their attention on rePeated

sequences of behavior Patterns of communicaiton (NichoIs,

1984). The nodel is problem focused and method-oriented, and

may also be termed problem-solving therapy, brief therapy, or

systemíc therapy (NichoÌs, 1984). The therapist takes direc!

responsíbility for change without attenpting to instill in-

sight or awareness upon the family. Símp1y Put by Hoffman

(I98I), if insíght was aLl that qtas required, famílies would

not present themselves to the theraPist \'rith the variety and

chronicity of problems that they do. Jay HaJ-ey (1973) coined

the term "strategic therapy" when describing the mu ch admíred

work of Milton Erickson. ErÍckson became renowned for his

brilliant interventive strategies. Unlíke the structural

therapist, who takes a much wider scope, tÏ¡e strategic ther-

apist works from the inside out (Munichin, 1974). Thus there

is a concentrated interest on the details of the symPtom and

less concêrn for the famíly and their overall growth and wel-

fare (Nichols, I9B4). Therapy 9oa1s are specific and clearly
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set with the purpose of resol-ving the presenting problem

(Stanton, l98Ia). Inuerventions are astutely pragmatic, and

their design is the primary task of the strategj.c therapist.

The popularity of this model grew rapidly in the 1970's and

as one of the most recent developments of family therapy, it

is also one of the most exciting.

Historical Background

There are severaf prominent figures that are identified as

strategic therapists, .tay Haley being the most notable

(Stanton, I981a, 1981b). There are several varj-ations to the

approach. None the less aI1 possess a conmon theoretical

background in systems and communication theory, and the

therapeutic intention revolves around j.nÈerrupting repetitive

patterns of interaction in which the problem is embedded

(Nichols, I984). The approach itself has its beginnings in

the work of Gregory Bateson and Milton Erickson (Hartman &

Laird, 1983; Stanton, I981b). Bateson, an anthropolgist,

worked towards the advancement of the fiefd of cybernetics.

In 1952 he was joined by Jay Haley, John Weakland and l,tilliam

Fry at the Palo AIto VA Hospital. At t'he same time, Don

,Jackson started working with schízophrenics in a familial

context. He Vas developing the concept of homeostasis at the

same hospital, and joined the Bateson group as a consuLtant
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in 1954. The revelatj.ons devised by this grouP from their

work with schizophrenic famílies, tied together with communi-

cations and cybernetic systems theory; and the studies by

Haley and Weakland of Milton Erickson's hypnotic and thera-

peutic techniques formed the basis for the strategic approach

(Stanton, 198fb) ' Haley gives much credit to Erickson with

his innovative therapeutic interventions including hypnosis

and paradoxicat instruction. His methods significantly

influenced the development of this school . In L967 Haley

joined I'linuchin and Montalvo at Èhe Philadelphia child

cuidance CIinic, after spending time at the MentaI Research

Institute with Don .tackson. For the next ten years Haley was

the. Director of Family Research at the clinic. In 1976 Haley

moved to vJashington, D.c' where he joined the faculty of the

University of Maryland Medícal' School, and establ-ished his

own family therapy c.Iinic, The Family Therapy IIIstitute' v"ith

his wife cloe Madanes. others who have significantly

contributed to the strategic school include Gerald zuk of the

Eastern PennsyLvania Psychiatric Institute in Philadelphia;

the Milan group at the Institute for Family Studies in Milan,

rtaly, consisting of four psychiatrist6: Mara Selvini

Pa].azzoLL, Luigi Boscolo, Gianfranco Cecchin, and Guiliana

Prata; Lynn Hoffman and her colleagues at the Ackerman

Institutet Richard Rabkin and members of the Brief Therapy

center of MentaL Research Institute (MRI) in Palo AIto,
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including Richard ¡'isch, John WeakIand, Paul Watzl-aiuick,

Arthur Bodin and óarlos SIuzki (Stanton, 1981b)..

Basic Theoretical concepts

The strategic approach is oriented towards solving the prob-

l-em, and less concerned with understanding the family system

or its structure, E, (Hoffman, 198I; Stanton, 198Ia).

As the theoretical underpinnings of this approach come from

general systems theory and cybernetic theory, the emphasis is

on com¡nunication. The basic assumption is that lhe family

system and organziation can be understood by studying commun-

icaiton, both verbal and non-verbal (okun & Rappapor!' 1981).

The therapist zeros in at the most specifíc level, question-

1ng the family about the presenting probfem, with the inÈen-

tion of observing the current interactional patterns withín

the family system.

Human interaction and the act of communication is extremely

complex. There is nothing simpl.e about receiving a message'

processing the information and responding. The following are

axioms of the com¡nunication theorists (okun & Rappaport'

r98r, p. 78):

AII behavior is communicative, It is impos-
sibl-e not to communicate, since silence or
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withdrawaf indicates something about the
relationship between two People.

Every com¡nunication has a conÈent/report and
relationship/ command aspect. The content is
the message given by the words spoken. The
re lationship/ command is the non-verbal message
about the message. The tone of voice, and body
language used by the sender may or may no¿ be
congruent with the spoken words to the list-
ener. It is the meta communication that Places
a demand on the recipient.
Rel-ationships are defined by the conmand mes-
sages and are dependent uPon the Punctuation of
the communicational sequences beti'teen the com-
munications. Mi sunderstandings can resulÈ when
communicators are unaware of the commands they
ar'e giving, receiving, or obeying. often there
is a perceived inconsistency bet\'veen the mes-
sage and the meta com¡nunicaiton. If the
listener does not receive the sender's command
message--the punctuational sequence has been
ineffective.
Human beings com¡nunicate digitally (verbaIJ.y)
and analogically (nonverbal-Iy). The verbal
communication is the content/report of the mes-
saget the nonverbal communication is the re-
lat ionship/ command aspect. There is concern
not only for the message' but what it implies
about {f¡e retationship between the communi-
cators.
AII communicational interchanges are either
symmetricaJ- ( equal and paraIJ-eI \^¡here either
can lead) or compLementary (where one leads and
the other fol-lows ). Interactions are based on
equality or on differences and enable the
observer to l-earn about the nature of the re-
lationship between the communicators (what are
ttre implièit and explicit rulest who holds the
power and has control ) .

Flowíng from these principles is the assumption that rela-

tionships can be understood by analyzing the communicational

and metacorrununicational aspects of interaction.

)

2

4.

t
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The strategic therapist conceptualizes the famillz's interper-

sonal- system as analogous to other cybernetic systems. It is

therefore circular, as opposed to linear, with complex inter-

locking feedback mechanísms and patterns of behaviour that

are repeated in regular sequences involving three or more

persons (¡¡ichols, L984¡ Hartman & Laird, I983). It was

Murray Bowen (I966) who first described the triangulation

within family systems. As tension escalates between two

people, one of them moves towards a third to form a triangle'

Triangulation of a third person functions to stabilize the

relationship but serves to maintain the problem. lvjost strat-

egic therapists, but not all, emphasize the triadic problem-

maintaining sequence of the family system (Nichols, f984).

Often a child, friend or therapist becomes the triangulated

member of a marital dyad (Fogarty, L976)..

Several concepts are fundamentaL to the stratêgic school'

these include the ideas of homeostasi-s, hierarchy and symp-

toms (Haley, I976¡ stanton 198Ib; Nichols, 1984¡ okun &

Rappaport, 1981). Homeostasis as alrèady discussed is the

dynamic equilibrium that is established as the family

evolves. As in the structural model, this concept is of key

importance to the strategic school. There is also an

emphasis placed on the hierarchica.I structure in the family.

HaIey (f976) in partj-cular adoPts this view. Functional
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families are believed to be organj-zed hierarchically, accord-

ing to generaÈions, He maintains that symptom free families

respect generational boundaries and avoid covert, cross-

generational coa.Iitions. conflicts can cut across several

Ievels in the familial hierarchy and Haley further posits

thaÈ "an individual is more disturbed in direct proportion to

Èhe number of malfunctioning hierarchies in which he is

embedded" (I976, p. II7). Other strategíc therapists stress

the need for open acknowledgement of family al-Iiances

(Selvini & Pa1azzoli, et al., I978) but do not stress the

importance of cros s-generational coalitíons or .attribute the

pathology to them as Halelz does (Nichols, 1984).

Symptoms develop as nisguided attempts to solve existing

probl-ems and are purposeful within the family. They further

serve as homeostatic mechanisms whi.ch regulate the familial

system. Efforts to relieve tension in a symptomatic family

become the very thing that maintains the probLem. The

symptom functions as a homeostatíc mechanism regulating the

organizational structure of the system (Hoffman, 198I).

Repeatedty playing out habitual games to maíntain a fixed

homeostasis is exacÈIy that which causes dysfunction. "The

crux of the difference between normal and pathological farni-

Iies is that normal families tolerate and admit differences,
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al-liances, and even povver strugglesr pathological families on

Èhe contrary, conceal and mystify any circumstance that runs

counter to prevailing family myths" (Nictrols , IgA4, p. 436).

As is premised by the structural schooL, families that

devel-op problems are those who are unable to adapt their

organiza¿ionaI structure to fit changing circumstances.

Abnormal families are limited to their rigid repetitive

sequences that constrict the range of behaviour available to

them.

A distinction must be made Ìrere between first-order change

and second-order change (watzlawick, weakland and Fisch,

1974). First order change is characterised by a minor shift

withÍn the system. Second order change is characterised by a

major adjustment that requires an alteration in the system.

Returning to the earlier example of the home heatíng unit'

automatic shifts to keep the room at the set temperature are

first order changes. A second order change would be exemPl-i-

fied by a substantial drop in the externaL temperature that

required the householder to adjust the thermostat accord-

ing1y. Families who are only capable of making first order

changes develop s]¡mptomatic members (stanton, 198Ib). It is

then the therapist's task to stralegical-l-y intervene to

create second order changes.
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Typically farnil-ies present themselves at transitional points

in the Iife-cycle (naley, l98Ot Mccoldrick & carter, L9A2),

when they have become "stuck" and the system's homeostatic

mechanisms do not allow adaptation to the required changes.

In sum, the strategic approach assumes that: symptoms can be

viewed as particular types of behaviour functioning as homeo-

static mechanisms which regulate family transactionst prob-

lems in an identified patient cannot be conceptualized apart

from the context in which they occur and the functions which

they servei an individual cannot be expected to change unless

the family system changesr and insight is not necessary for

change to occur (stantont 198Ib) '

Assessment Framework

Unlike the structural therapist who gathers information re-

Iated to the present structure of the family, the strategic

therapist possesses a persistent preoccuPatj.on wÍth the prob-

lem and its manifestation. There is much greater concern

with the current behaviour patterns that maÍntain the problem

than with its etiology (Hatey, I976¡ Stanton, I98Ia). The

therapist works to uncover the cycle, which entail-s gathering

information rel-ated to the management of the condition and

not the condition itself (Hoffman, I981). with the emphasis

òn the problem the strategic therapist proceeds to gó to
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battle with the forces that maintain the problem, not the

family structure as emphasized within the structurè1 modelt

although they may be one and the same. Individuals or family

subsystems may be seen separatety, perhaps even setting one

against the other (Ha1ey, Lg76). It is not viewed as neces-

sary to bring the family unit together as emphasízed by the

structural school-.

hrhere the structural therapist actively works to repattern

relationships in the room, the strategic therapist appears

strangely inactive. The therapist proceeds by asking detail-

ed questions about the problem, and pays little or no heed to

affective involvement (Haley, I976; Hoffman' t98I). Therapy

becomes a technical matter. The primary goal is to solve the

presenting problem. Change j-s sought by observing the family

organízation, thên strategicalJ.y planning to alter these

sequences. For the strategic therapist "the key to change is

the art with which they can reframe the client's perception

of the context of hís behavior" (Hoffman, 198I, p. 277),

The primary interventive task is one of changing the per-

cej.ved reaÌity of those involved, so that different behaviors

become possible' This requires extensive theraPeutic exper-

tise and is fy no means an easy feat.

The emphasis on sofving the problem stems from the rationale
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that the family is more likely to be "stuck" than "sick".

Interventive tactics are therefore designed to help the fam-

iJ-y become "unstuck" and make the transition onto the next

stage of development. Haley (1980) writes extensively on the

period when the young person is preparing to leave home, and

believes this to be a particufarly difficult time for famí-

lies. one may express concern about the symptom-focussed,

problem soì-ving emphasÍs of this approach, but the strategic

therapist does intend to prevent the repetition of proble-

matic sequences through the introduction of new and alternate

behaviour sequences. The family has been given a new order of

complexity that will aid them in solving future difficulties.

Process of Strategic Famil-y Therapy

Strategic therapy is strictly pragmatic. Hafey (I976) lists

three steps for identifying and changj-ng the family's organi-

zation. First it is necessary to acquire a moving picture of

the families' interactional patterns, in order to pinpoint

the behavioral sequence that functions to maintain the prob-

lem. Second, a goal for therapy must be negotiated, agreed

upon and put in a solvabLe form (stanton, 1981a). If the

family presents with more than one problem, they are dj-rected

to sefect the most important one. Third, an intervention is

designed, typically invoJ-ving a reLabell-ing of the problem,
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and subsequentl-y appfied. The strategic therapist works

alone, or with a consultant team of one or more colleagues.

Ideally the team observes the session from behind a one-way

mirror, and may phone in messages or caII the therapist out

of the interview to strategize. The team meets both before

and after sessions helping the therapist to analyze the fam-

ily's interactional behaviour and carefully pl-an interven-

Èions. A member of the team may enter the room and interrupt

a session with the intention to support, confront, confuse,

challenge or provoke the famity (Haley, 1976), with the ther-

apist free to agree or oppose themi or compose a message to

be read to the family at the end of the session (eapp, I9g0).

civen that the directives to the fanily may appear rather

bizarre, the team approach functions to enhance the thera-

pist's prestige and identify hin or her as the expert. The

therapist takes sole responsibiJ-ity for change. If an inter-

vention is not effective an alternate strategy i.s designed

and a new directive is given to the farnily. As sÈrategic

therapists are much less active in the actual session, most

of the work is assigned as homework between sessions

(Stanton, L98Ia).

In the initial interview, after the therapist has success-

fulJ.y joined with each family member (Hateyr irg76) he/she
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proceeds to inquire about the presenting problem. The thera-

pist must obtain a clear and specific definition of the major

problem, and his/her questions serve to gather this infor-
mati.on. Questions such as: What is the problem? vlho did

what the ]ast time it happened? What is likeIy to occur?

When did it first appear? A careful analysis of these be-

haviours .will reveaf that the family's soLutions, typically
involving a symptom-bearer' have become part of the problem

ín a s e lf-reinforcing sequence (Hoffman, 1981). watzlawick,

Weaklahd and Fisch (1974) have attempted to identify those

solutions which serve to exacerbate the problem. They falI
into three categories. The solution may be to deny the exis-

tence of a problem, therefore the family does nothing. For

example, the parents refuse family therapy, blaming the child

and insist he or she be "locked-up". In the second situation

the solution Ís an effort to solve something which isn't
reaLty a problem. For exampLe the parents who deny their
teenage daughter the opportunity to interact with peers or go

out on dates. Finally, a solution may be an effort to soLvé

a problern within a mind-set that makes the soÌution impos-

sibLe. For example parents may inflict corporal punishment

on a young baby or an adolescent. Action is taken, but it ís

not appropriate, and wiJ.l therefore be ineffective. These

three types of solution attempts will only serve to Perpet-

uate the pfoblem in the long term.
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once an agreed upon goal- is negotiated with the fanily, and

the therapist has developed an hypothesis about what is main-

taining the problem, a specific strategy of intervention is

designed to block the symptom maintaining behavior. Several

technques may be employed, which include: reframing, giving

directives and paradoxical prescriptions (Hoffman, f981).

The therapisÈ is concerned with what works, regarilJ-ess of how

illogical it may appear to the famíIy. Typically the Problem

is "reframed" such that it is viewed in a different light

(Barker, l-98I; Hoffman, 1981t Madanes, I98I). Given that the

strategic therapist does not attemPt to convey insight, one

can understand the therapist's emphasis on reframing. This

technique is used to restate the situatj-on so that is is per-

ceived in a new way (Hoffman, 1981). once it is perceived in

a new way, the famil-y is more apt to do something different

and change' Reframing can be seen as the foundation thaÈ

paves the \,¿ay for second order change (Hof f¡nan, 198I).

cLosely rel-ated to reframing is positive connotêtion, a sim-

ilar technique t¡¡here, that which has been regarded as patho-

logical behaviour is reframed as a strength or a good thing

(Barker, 198I; Hoffman, 1981 ) "

The primary therapeutic tool of the strategic therapist is

the directive or task (Haley, 1976), Ideally they are de-

signed to encourage second order change in the family system.
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The "emphasis on directives is the cornerstone of the strat-

egic approach" (stanton, I98Ib, p. 372), Much of the initial

discussion with the family is aimed at providing the infor-

mation and rationale for the design of the directive. Ha1ey

(I976) writes extensively about designing dÍrectives, and

indicates that "the best task is one that uses the Presenting

problem to make a structural change in the family" (P. 77).

For example Haley (1976) describes the case of a young boy

who is terrified of dogs and over-involved with his mother.

The task wa6 to have the father hê1P the son to find a puppy

that was afraid of him, and cure the puppy of his fear.

TypicalJ-y the task is assigned as homework, to be completed

between sessions. This can be a method of controlling the

therapeutic pace and functions as a mear¡s to enhance the

generalization effect of what transpires in the session to

the natural environment (Stanton, I981b).

Strategic therapy is most noÈabLy associated with the use of

paradoxical intervention. The use of this strategy is in

part based on the assumPtion that the family is resistant to

change and inadvertantly wanting to induct the theraPist into

their family system with its unique organizational character-

istics (Stanton, I98Ib). If the family is successful the

therapist becomes Part of the system "and therefore Part of

the problem ipso facto. A corn¡non therapeutic technique is to
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prescribe the symptom, thus placing the family in a thera-

peutic double bind (Nichols, L984¡ Stanton, 198Ib; Weeks &

L'Abate, 1982; Hoffman, I98I). If the fanily does as the

therapist instructs continuing the prescribed behaviour' they

are doing as directed. This pfaces the the.rapist ín control

by making the symptom occur at his/her direction. If tÌìe

fanily resists they must discontinue the prescribed behaviour

and move toward improving' When a paradoxical intervention

is used it creates a state of confusion in the family, as it

is assumed ÈhaÈ they must devel-oP new ways to resist and thus

change their organization. At the very least the family is

temporarily detached from the problematic beÏ¡avior (Stanton,

r98rb).

The paradoxical directive may be given to the whole family,

or to certain members. The family is told that the therapist

would l-ike to "try a littfe experiment". The intervention is

positively connoted and the therapist takes care to use the

l-anguage of the famil-y when assigning the task. The direc-

tive may fall, into one of three categories: a) a prescribing

strategy, where the family is instructed to continue or even

increase the s)¡mptomatic behaviour; b) a restraining strategy

where the therapist indicates to the family that he/she does

not bel-ieve they have the capacity to change, or have done so

too quickly and a retapse is predicted; and c) a positioning
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strategy ís used where the theraPist accepts or exaggerates

an assertion the cLient makes about themself or the problen

(Stanton, 198lb). For example, if a famil-y member Pres': ---

as hopeless' the theraPist may join with them and define : :

situation as even more dismal than believed. If an interi'err-

tion Ís prescribed, and. Proves unsuccessful, that is an ob-

vious setback occurs; this provides valuable data in the form

of negative feedback for the therapeutic team (Nichols,

f984). Tlxe resPonse is evaluated and the new information is

used for further hyPothetical deliberation and interview

design.

An Intergrated Structural / Strategic ApProach

Both these schools are systemic in origin fatling within the

realm of the ecological paradigm (Hartman & Laird, I983;

Stanton, 1981a). Although both approaches initially devel--

oped as a functíon of interventive techniques aimed at a sPe-

cifÍc target popuLation, contemporary application has broad-

ened considerably (Nichots, 1984). lt is possible for the

practitíoner either to strictly adhere to one or the other

model or adoPt an approach that combines the two' In doing

so the therapist may alternate from one to the other or use

them contrapuntaLl-y. This enables the theraPist to incorpor-

ate the appropriate techniques from each, given the situation

at hand.
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It is suggested that the therapist initially begin wÍth a

strucLural approach-- j oining, accommodating, boundary marking

and restructuring (Stanton, I981a). This is primarily due to

the fact that the 6tructural approach is less compl-ex, more

conrprehensible and easier for the therapist to grasp and put

into practice than the strategic approach' A move to strat-

egic methods are typically undertaken lvh en structural tech-

niques are not producing change. At times the therapist may

note a strong homeostatic tendency on the part of the fanify,

Ieaving the therapist feeling that resistance is mounting and

she and the family have reached a stalemate (Hoffman, 1981 ).

Or perhaps the therapist has ínformationr prior to the

initial session that the family has had numerous therapists

over an extended period of time. when situations such as the

above occur a change in tactics is required. The therapi.st

may choose to revert to a structural approach after suffic-

ient movernent is observed in the famíJ-y system. As a general-

ru1e, the therapist selectively determines an orientation

depending primarily on the level of resistance or the rig-

idity of the homeostasis displayed by the fanily (Stanton,

198Ib), and as a function of their own level- of competency.

Research and Evaluation of Therapy

only in the last t\,,¡enty-five years has family theraPy gained
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popularity. To date there has been onl-y one study conducted

to evafuate the effectiveness of an integraÈed Structurat/

Strategic model (Stanton & Todd, :-979). There have, however,

been several descriptive and etiological studies undertaken

by structural ly-and strategica I ly-bas ed researchers '

As discussed earlier, the structural school stresses the

individual within their family' wíthin the community and

their i nterrelationships (Auerswal-d, 1968). Family studies

have all incorporated a focus upon communicative behaviours

between family members, an emphasis that is congruent wiÈh

the transactional tenets of the theory. Ho\^'ever, no uniform

system of variables has been universal across studies

(Stanton, I981b). This again reflects the early stage of

theoretical devel-opment and subsequent inquiry, and the Iack

of collaboration between researchers. Nonetheless' over 200

studies have been documented. Vlithin these studies four

types of clinical families have been described: the low

socioeconomic family (Minuchin et aI., L967) ¡ the psycho-

somatic family including those that are anorectic, diabetic

and asthamtic (Minuchin et aI, I978)r the alcoholic family

(oavis, stern & VanDeusen, 1977) ¡ and the addict family

(Kaufman & Kaufman, f979¡ Stanton et 41., 1978t Zeigle-

Driscotl, 1g77, IgTg). In relation to these four types of

famities Minuchin and his colleagues have been particularly
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successfuL when treatj"ng psychosomatic asthmatics, and psych-

os omatic-comp Ìi cated cases of diabetes (Minuchin, Baker,

Rosman, Leibman, Milman, & Todd,' !g75), as well as drug

addicts and their famiJ.ies (Stanton & Todd, 1979). Minuchin

has also d.emonstrated that famiLies clinically rated as

enmeshed were quite often successful ín therapy while disen-

gaged families did not evidence change (Minuchin et êf.,
rs67).

One study of important scientific value v¿as undertaken by

Minuchin, Rosman, and Baker (1978). Subsequent to prior
research studyíng the relationship between emotionaL arousal

and episodes of ketoacids in children with diabetes, Minuchin

and his coL.Ieagues intended to verify the hypothesis that the

symptom is brought to function as a regulator of dhe level of

stress in interpersonal relationships between famíly members.

The investigators compared three subtypes of diabetic
patients: psychosomatic (¡l = 11), behavioural- (N = 7), and

normal (¡¡ = 8), and their famiJ-ies in terms of their response

to a three-stage stress intervier¡¡. In the baseline inÈerview

parents discussed family problems with their children absent.

Normal spouses showed the highest leve1s of confrontation,

while psychosomatic spouses exhibited a wide range of con-

flict avoidance maneuvers. fn tfre second stage a therapist
íntentionally pressed conflÍct íssues earlier expressed by
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the couple, while the patient observed from behind a one-v/ay

mirror. Normal coupfes continued their conflicts at the

previous 1eve1, while psychosomatic spouses became more

direct and expressive than they had been in the first stage,

rising to emotional- Ievels approximating those of the normal

group. The psychosomatic patient displayed a marked increase

ín the distress, as indicated by a dramatic upward incline in

the free fatty acid (FFA) levels of the blood, a measure

which j-s related to ketoacidosis. fn stage three of the

interviews, the patient joined the parents. Normal and

behaviour-dj. sordered parents continued as before. The be-

haviour of the psychosomatic fa¡nilies differed in that the

parents detoured thi: conflict, drawing in the child either

passively by switching the subject from themselve6 to the

child as the target, or actively by allowing the child to

participate in the discussion. Chil-dren \,¡ere observed to

enter into al-liances, suppress issues and manifest increased

stress díscomfort. The child's level of FFA continued to

rise while the parents' l-eve1 fell (the "cross-over" phenom-

enon) mirroring the transactional patterns. on the basis of

both physiol-ogical and transactional measures, this study

provided confirmation of the key role that the psychosomatic

child pl-ays, (both conscious and unconscious) in the regu-

lation of familial stress.
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These cited examples offer support to the theraputic va]ídity

of structural family therapy. The studies consist of severèI

important lines of inquiry and offer evidence in support of

the school-'s major tenets and techniques (Stanton, I98i-b).

However, the research to date is limited and further examin-

ation, clinical application and validation is required.

Strategic family therapists have undertaken several studies

demonstratj-ng the effectiveness of this mode1. There have

been at least seven research studies completed which examine

the treatment outcome of therapy. The earliest of these was

by Langsley and associates (Langsley, Fairbairn, and De

Young, 196At Langsfey and Kaplan, 1968; Pittman, Langsley,

Fl-omenhaft, Ðe Young, Machotka, and KapIan, L97L), This

group compared the effectiveness and cost efficiency of home-

based treatment (ín-patient treatment combined with family-

centered,. hospital-based out-treatment), ?.td hospital-based

treatment (traditional psychiatric client-centered treat-

ment), of individuals requiring immediate in-patient psychi-

atric treatment. the techniques adopted when intervening in

family crises were similar to those employed by both the I\!RI

Brief Therapy òenter and Haley's earlier work in this area

(Stanton 198Ib). The Langley et al. (I96e), project invol-ved

300 cases, which were randomly assigned to either group.

Resul-ts from an eighteen month follow-up indicated that
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family crisis therapy was an effective, acceptable and safe

alternative to hospital-based treatment ( regardJ-ess of diag-

nosis) i cost was one-sixth as much, and the number of days

home-treatment patients subsequently spent in the hospital

was l-ess than half than that of the control group'

In another careful-Iy designed study, Parsons and Alexander

(1973) compared a behavioural ly-ori ented, crisis-centerd fam-

i1y therapy based on strategic techniques and systems theory,

an ec lecti c-dynamÍc approach, a client-centered family ap-

proach, and a no-treatment control group in treating delinq-

uent behaviour. Recidivism of delinquency was cut in half

for that group which \das treated with the systems approach'

in comparison to no significant difference beÈween the other

three groups. Furtlìermore, a three-year fo1low-up shovred thaÈ

the incidence in the siblings was significantly J,ower for the

family sytems treatment (flein et aI. , L977 ). civen that this

treatment was adopted from the systems aPproach described by

Haley (L963, f971) and watzlawick et aI. (1967), a strong

case is made for the effectiveness of this model as well as

its interventive val-ue as a secondary PreventatÍve treatment.

several other studies have been undertaken which include one

by the MRI group (Weak1and et aI', I974) evaluating the

success of treatment for a variety of problems or disordersi
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studÍes by Stanton, lodd and àssocíates (Stanton et aI.,

I978) assessing the impact of a structura 1/ s trategi c approach

with drug addicts and their families; and several studies

initiated by carrÍgan and Bambrick (I975, L977, 1979) entail-

ing a six year research program investigating Zuk's go-be-

tween therapy for families with distrubed chíldren or adoles-

cents. In contrast to the average studies of other family

therapy approaches, strategically based researchers have been

noted for their superior research designs and undertaking of

controlled or comparative family therapy research (Stanton,

1981b; Nichols, I984). In sum, stanton's inquiries into

family therapy research indicate that the strategically

oriented family therapists have had encouraging resul-ts \,¿h en

compared to other stanoard forms of treatment (Stanton,

I98Ib). However, these concfusions have been dravrn from a

minimum number of studies and there is a need for further

research that not only continues to evaluate treatment

methods, but begins to categorize and clarífy the school's

basic tenets and techniques '

Chapter four examines the transactional patterns of hu¡nan

communication. KarI To¡nm (1982) and his associates at the

University of Calgary concerned themselves with the cyber-

netic regulatory mechanj-sms that are observed to perpetuate

a pattern. The following chapter explores the use of
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Circutar Pattern Diagramming as an assessment tool and as a

means of developing an interventive strategy.



Chapter Four

,
Intervening in Transactional Patterns

The theoretical foundation of the strategic therapy model as

discussed in the previous chapter is general systems theory.

Several key concepts encompassing homeostèsis, cybernetic

theory and the principles of communication axioms have been

incorporated by the system theorists and applied to the

functioning of the family unit. For the systems-or i ented

therapist, "the family is seen as a system that is composed

of individuals embedded in a structure of mutual inter-

actional patterns and which function in a collective, goal-

oriented manner" (Tomm, I982, p. 72), which directly relates

to the health or pathology of the family. The above is based

on the understanding of three concepts described by Papp

(1980): "the concept of the famity as a self-regulatory

system, the concept of the s)¡mptom as a mechanism for self-

regulation, and the concept of the systemic resístance to

change, resuÌting from the preceding two" (p. 45). Given

this the therapist's task becomes one of identifying and

clarifying circular patterns that maintain the problematic

behavior (tomm, 1982). At the University of calgary the

notion of cybernetic feedback and circular patterns as ob-

served within the family unit was taken one step further at
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the Family Therapy program. They developed a simple concep-

tual tool--the circular pattern diagram (Ct,o¡, which aIIows

the therapist to schematically depict the inÈeractional

patterns of the family. "This diagrammatic model has proven

helpful in facilitating a shift from l-inear to circular
thinking and in guiding therapeutic action" (tomm, I9a2, p.

70). This chapter reviews the theory of cybernetics and

describes holv these concepts are applied to the family's
ínteractional patterns.

Circularity

As dj-scussed earfier the systemic model incorporates the

notion of cybernetics and the feedback process between

systems. This assumes a patterned circular interactional
relationship between family members which cannot be punc-

tuated. As described by Prosky and Prosky, (1980):

Relationship transactions are end-over-end
entitÍes, in which each event has a bearing on the
next. One striking feature is that there is no
way to get back to the first event. There is no
fj-rst event. There are two people coming together
in their first transaction, but even here the
transaction is mutualJ-y determined, a production of
them both, as are all transactions. p. 90.

The behavioural output of one family member provides the

conìnunication which becomes the perceptual input of the

second and vice versa. The system is s e I f-maintaining and

that vrhich is identified as Èhe symptom funct.ions to preserve

the homeostatic state.
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Circularity, as described by the Milan Àssocj-atesr is an

actj-ve ongoing process between the therapist and family, wíth

the therapist assumj-ng the l-ead. In their article "Hypothe-

sizing, Circularity and Neutrality" (Setvini, Boscol_o,

Cecchin, & Prata, I9B0), they defined circularity as follows,

"By circularity vre mean the capacity of the therapÍst to
conduct his investÍgation on the basis of feedback from the

family in response to the information he solicits about

reÌationship and, therefore about difference and change" (p.

8). This definition delineates an information-producí ng

process be¿vreen the therapist and the farnily and includes an

epistemological premise about circularity (Penn, J-9A2),

In an effort to acquire the most accurate observation of the

behavioral sequences in the famity, the therapist engages in
what has been termed circular questioning (penn, L982¡

Selvini, et. al., 1980). Every member of the family is
invited to tell the therapist how he/she sees the relation-
ship between two other members of the family (Selvini, et.
aI., 19BO). For exampj-e the therapist may ask one daughter

"Tel-I me how your mother and your sister get along", rather
than asking the mother directl-y about her relationship wÍth

her daughter. To request a third person comment on the

relationship of a dyad breaks a cardinal rule of therapy,

that all- family members are to speak for themselves. This
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move away from a more traditional approach can be extremely

informative and effective in overcoming resistance. Resist-

ance is overcome as the third person is more likely to volun-

teer information about another family member, than if the

person was asked directly to describe their relationship with

another (selvini, et. a]., I980). Family members tend Lo

correct inaccurate perceptions provided by the third Person,

when they disagree with the descriptíon given' therefore pro-

viding the therapist with a clearer picture of family inter-

action. Thls type of questioning also relies on the firsÈ

axiom of communi cation--a I t behavior is communicative. Fam-

iIy members cannot avoid communicating while Ij-stening to

another member's scehario of fanily interaction. In fact the

MiLan Associates in their article " Hypothes i zing--Ci rcul ar-

ity- -Neutral ity : Three guidelines for the conductor of the

Session" (Selvini, Boscolo, Cecchin & Prata, 1980), have

concl-uded with the question "Can famiLy therapy produce

change sole1y through the negentropic effect of our present

method of conducting the interview without the necessíty of

making a final intervention?" (p" 12). This is a question

they hope to ans$¡er \,¿ith future research.

The therapist asks several different kinds of questions and

interjects at various stages in an effort to obtain an under-

standing of the famity relationshiPs. Peggy Penn in her

artic.Ie "Circu1ar Questioning" (I982), describes nine cate-
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gories of questions the therapist poses Èo the fanily to

unearth the patterned sequences of interaction. In sum, "The

aim of circular questioning is to fix the point in the his-

tory of the system when important coalitions underwent a

shift and the consequent adaptation to that shift became

problematic for the family" (Penn, I9e2, p. 272) ' The order

of circular questioning (which questions are asked when) can

be altered. The intent is to probe family functioning in the

past tracking the transformations to the present, or begin-

ning in the present and moving to the past. Penn (1982)

describes it conceptually "as though an "arc" were drawn with

one point in the present and Èhe other Point in the past" (p.

272), The information sought depicts the differences in the

relationships before and after the problem began' It is from

the responses elicited from the family that the therapist can

conceptuall-y diagram the circular patterns of feedback the

family has unknowingly demonstrated and described repeatedLy

in therapy.

Circular Pattern Diagraming

As therapists we are faced with the ongoing task of proces-

sing an inordinate amount of data that comes !o us from the

family. The circular pattern diagrarn is a conceptual tool

designed to assist the therapist in identifying family inter-
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action patterns which surnmarize and simplify the "organized

complexity" of the faniJ-y system (Tomm, 1982). Because alI

systems function to maintain homeostasis, family patterns of

control tend to become quite stable and predictable (To¡nm'

I982). The patterns may develop over weeks, months or even

years. The circular diagram represents a certain block of

time that contains the repetitive sequence whlch is concep-

tually "collapsed" onto a flat p1ane.

The conceptual model desigñed by the Calgary program, as

described by Tomm, (I982) is most easily applied to the

j.nteractional patterns of a dyadic relationship. The

simplest circular pattern diagram of the dyadic interaction

includes two observable behaviours and two ínferences of

meaning which affect the subsequent behaviour. Figure I

(tomm, I9A2, p. 78) diagrams the structural relationsip

between these four basic elements. The figures (square =

male, circle = female) represent the two people involved.

The inference is noted inside the figure depicting the inter-

naJ- process of either individual; that is, what is assessed

as going on within the interactant. The external arrows

represent the information communicated from one person to the

other through their behaviours. The circular delineage

assumes that the interactional sequence is a stable, repeti-

tive pattern that is self-regulating (Tomm, L982) .



BASIC ELEMENTS OF A CIRCULAR PATTERN

DIAGRAM.

Source; Tomm, K. (1982) Towards a Cvbemetic
Systems Approach To Family Therapy. In F. W.Kaslow,@
New York: Brunner/Mazel, p.78,
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Figure 2 (To¡nm, I9A2, p,78) expands upon the component and

connections of the basic modeI, Described in greater detail

the behavioural output of one person provides the communi-

cation which becomes the perceptual input of the second peson

and giSS_ v eIEg. Two types of inferences are identified, cog-

nitive and affective. According to Tomm (1982) the cognitive

inference is what the individual thinks, that is the idea or

bel-ief which is used to attribute meaning to the perceptual

input and that which subsequently triggers the affective set'

The affective inference is what the individual feels, that is

the motivational response set which is activated in the indi-

vidual and which "drives" the behavioural output. As discus-

sed earlier, human communication occurs at various Ievels,

both verbally and non-verbally. Inference cues are derived

from all Levels of communication. If there is a discrepancy

between what is said and rrhat is being conveyed via body

language and tone, the inference shoul-d be based on the non-

verbal data which are less liable to be deceptive (Tomm,

1982) .

The circuLar pattern can be described as symmetrical or

compl-ementary. Neither is necessarily adaptive or maladap-

tive, however the centents and stability may be. Compl-e-

mentary patterns that are maladaptive and rigid are particu-

Iarl-y pathogenic (Tomm, 1982), and represent a system thèt is
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Source: Tomm, K. (1982) Towards a Cybemetic
Systems Approach To Family Therâpy. ln F. W.
Kaslo,¿r, üe lntemêtional Book ol Familv TheraÞv,
New York: Bru n n erllvlazel, p,78,
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"stuck". An exampl-e of four conmon patterns are given in

Figure 3 (Tomm, 1982, P. 80).

As demonstrated the relationshíps can be adaptive/ symmetr i-

ca.I, mal adàptive /symmetrica I, adaptive / compl ementary or mal-

adaptive/ compl ementary . These diagrams are used to depj-ct

the observed cybernetic feedback component of a particular

ongoing relationship. Human interaction is extremeLy comPl-ex

and in no way is it suggested that the cPD can rePresent

complex com¡nunicative exchanges in.their entirety. However,

as pointed out by Tomm (1982) a well developed cPD can often

capture a core pattern that is paradigmatic.

The CPD model can also be used to depict a child-parent

interaction. qot example Figure 4A (tomm, f982, p' 83)

outlines a pattern that is often identífied when a child is

presented with a behavioural or emotional problem.

If the mother believes herself to be an inadequate mother and

wife (cognitive inference), she may become depressed and

resentful (affective inference). The resulting behavior may

include being over sensitive and unresponsive. The chil-d, as

a result, may perceive him or herself as an un\'¿anted, un-

Iovable person, which generates feelings of anxiety and hurt'

These may become a preoccupation resulting in an inability to
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perform age appropriate concrete operatÍons and mj-sbehavior

as a ploy to gain more attention. The child's poor perfor-

mance and lack of control serve to legitimize mother's cog-

nitive set of "inadequate mother" thus the pattern becomes

self-perpetuating.

In Figure 48 (Tomm, 1982, p.83), father is included in the

interactional sequence. The child's inappropriate behaviour

may feed into the father's belief that his son is a faíIure'

This may generate feelings of frustration and disgust on the

part of the father towards his wife and son' Behaviourally

father may react by openly criticizing his wife for beíng a

"poor mother". Again this response confirms the mother's

belief that she is an inadequate mother and wife, thus the

maladaptive interactíonal pattern has gÕne fufl circle and is

perpetuated. The triadic circte coul-d aÌso be drawn in the

opposite direction beginning with father to son to mother' or

several interrelated dyadic patterns could be diagrammed'

Hoivever, when attempting to grasP the three-Person relation-

ship structure, the less complex triangle. depicted in figure

48 is most appropriate (Tomm, l9A2).

Designing Interventive Strategies

The cPD can be extremel-y useful when designing interventive

strategies as the diagram mèps several potential points of
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entry to aLter the sequential interactive pattern of the

farnily system (Tomm, 1982). Given that the diagram clearly

depicts the inferences and feedback occurrj-ng between fanily

members, the interventions tend to be specific, precise, and

carefully planned. To view the symptom as part of a cyber-

netic circuit means mapping a CPD feedback structure that in-

cludes the event which has been identified as the "s)¡mPtom".

Likewise, syslematically designed interventions require con-

structing a cybernetic circuit which includes the interven-

tion as inside the loop (Penn, IgB2). Because this model

intergrates a number of behavioural, psychodynamic and

cognitive concepts, it is the therapist who must determine

which techniques will provide the greatest leverage to induce

change.

This may include intervening at multiple poínts utilizing one

or more orientations in an effort to a.Iter the interactional

patterns of the farnily. If the theraPist or family member

is observed to be behaviourally orj-ented, the strategy may

be to aLter the corûnunicative behaviour depicted by the con-

necting arrows. If the therapist is more psychodynami cal ly

orj"ented, the interventive focus becomes one of modifying

the affective set or resPonse inference. If one is cog-

nitively oriented, the intervention is directed toward

changing the cognitive inferences (Tomm, I982). Nonetheless,
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ínevj-tably atl three are used in combination, as a chànge on

one levef creates a change at another tevef. For example, if

the therapist chooses to use a behavioural strategy and alter

the coÌnmunicative behaviour of one member of the system, this

in turn infLuences the affective set (how one feels) and re-

sponse set (how one k¡ehaves) of the other person' This in

turn wilL alter the perceptual input of the other person and

change their cognitive set, thus impacting on the system at

all three level-s, behaviourally, affectively and cognitively'

case Study -- The wray Family

The Vlray family is described in detail in chapter six' The

family consisted of husband Ted, age thirty, wife 'Joanne, age

tlventy-six, son Christopher, age five and daughter Beckie,

age eighteen months. They had been married for six years and

lived common-Iaw for two years prior to being married' The

presenting Probl,em was categorized as marital, with Poor

com¡nunicaùion and lack of affective involvement identified as

critical- issues '

GoaIs for therapy included opening up the Iines of communica-

tion, and increasing the positive exchanges between this

couple. Structurally it ti'as necessary for them to strengthen

their marital sub-system and experience a more egalj-tarian
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relationshíp in which they could once again be supportive and

nurturing towards one another. This v,¡ould serve to disengage

christopher from the marital triangJ-e and allow this couple

to \.vork together to complete tasks around the home'

The pathological interactional pattern displayed by this

couple encompasses both the communicatíon breakdo\dn and the

Iack of supportive affective ínvÕIvement (nigure 5)' Enter-

ing the sequence at the point where ,Joanne is displaying her

hurt and anger, her behaviouraL output incfudes banging

dishes afound, cueing Ted to the fact that she is angry, but

wiII not discuss her feelings rvith him. She, as described by

Ted "clams up". Ted, aware that Joanne is angry wil-I ask in

a sarcastic tone, "what's wrong?" This only functions to

increase Joanne's hurt and anger and she responds with "Don't

talk to me!" Ted claimed that this was Joanne's favorite

line.

Ted's percePtual input is one of confusion as he does not

know what has uPset ,Joanne and feels he has made an attempt

Èo console her. This is j.nternalized and Tedrs cognitive set

includes thoughts of his wife not willing to talk wiÈh him,

not knowing holJ to please her, and making the assumption that

he is not good enough. This leads to feelings of frustration

and inadequacy. As a result Ted withdravts, goes out and
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takes his son with him. At the same time Ted expresses his

frustration by condemningly questioning .Toanne with' "Now

what is it!?" .foanne perceives this as a lack of understand-

ing on Ted's part. Internalized her thoughts include making

the assumption that Ted is aLways "nattering" at her and that

he is never supportive. Ted' s leaving onl-y increased

Joanne's hurt and anger and the vicious cycle is perpetuated'

There were several interventive points of entry identified as

possible options to "break" the cyc1e. Two strategies are

depicted in Figure 6. ln the first instance, Intervention 1,

Ted's nattering is reframed as a way of reaching out to his

wife and trying to get in touch with her feelings. There'

that which has been víewed as negative behavior is relabeled

as a strength and given a positive connotation. It is also

pointed out to Ted that Joanne must feel he is genuine in his

concern and he must not respond with a sarcastic tone. This

gives Ted credirt and alters ,Joanne's perceptual inPut, serv-

ing to open up the lines of communication.

Intervention 2 focuses on ,Joanne and her expression of feel-

ings. ,Joanne is told that Ted does not have "8.S.P."' legit-

imizing his confusion over what has uPSet her and placing

responsibility on .Joanne to express her feelings more direct-

Iy through verbal communication. In thís way, this couple
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began to vrork on more effective ways of expressÍng feelings

and communicating to the other Person what it is that they

need or r^rant from them. Ted did not realize he was not being

supportive of ,Joanne nor what it was she \'tanted from him.

Joanne did not know she was discrediting Ted' Simply acting

as a facilitator and helping this couple to maintain a focus

and exhaust certain issues helped them to regain some of the

trust and faith that had been l-ost between them.

trhe circular pattern diagram was designed on the principle of

the cybernetic process encompassing positive and negative

feedback loops, and from the notion of homeostasis. Applying

these principles to .the family system l-ead to the development

of the conceptua.I tool. The cPD facilitates the shift from a

linear to a circular understanding of interpersonal inter-

action, and is useful- when designing interventive strategj-es.

However the complexities of human com¡nunj.cation arê far too

intricate to be reproduced in a one-dj.mens ional diagram. AlI

systems are subject to obscurities when observed and asses-

sed. The CPD represents a simplified, dístorted interpre-

tation of a complex process' and the therapist must realize

that the diagram is only a tentative hypothesis. Recognizing

thêse limitations the círcular Pattern diagram can be a valu-

able eonceptual tool used to facilitate the understanding of

human interactions and dysfunctioning systems.



Chapter Five

Prac!icum Description

The Setting

The practicum work was completed at the Stonev,¡alL District

Health centre, located about t\,tenty kilometers northwest of

Winnipeg in the lnterlake Region. The centre includes an

eighteen bed hospital, four private physicians' offices, one

dentist's offÍce, the Department of Health and Social- Ser-

vices District office, a thírty bed personal care home, and a

senior citizens' home. AIf Èhe local health and social ser-

vices are provided within the centre' including: medical'

dental, public hea.J-th, geriatric, mental health, mentaf

retard.atíon, income security, Probation, vocational rehabili-

tation, emplo]¡ment and child welfare. Within the Health and

Community Services office, the Department of Health employs

one community mental health worker and four publíc health

nursesi the DePartment of Com¡nunity Services has two child

welfare workers and one mental retardation worker. The

catchment area of this district office encompasses the muni-

cipalities of Rosser, Rockwood, Woodl-ands and St. Laurent'

The j.ncome security, probation, vocational rehabllitation and

employment workers are itinerant and based out of Selkirk'
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There is also a hatftine community psychiatrist available for

consultation purposes.

The writer was working j-n the area of community mental health

under the supervision of Conmunity Mental Health Worker, Mr.

Kenneth Nattrass, M.S.W. and my primary advisor, Professor

Barry Trute, D.S.W., Schoo1 of Social V'tork. Professor

Kathryn Saulnier, Ph.Ð. also from the school of Social Work

was the third member of this writer's advisory committee.

case Description

Ten cases were seen ín lotal, including seven families and

three couples. The number of sessions ranged from a single

consultation to a maximum of ten. Referrals were typically

self referral-s, or clients acting on the suggestion of their

physícian and subsequently requesting service. one case

requested service at their own initiative; four cases had

received counselling at some point in the past and returned

requestj.ng further service, and five cases had initially

contacted their physician wíth their difficulties and were

then referred for therapy due to the psycho-social nature of

the problems .
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Description of Evaluation of Therapy Interventj'on

Tlxree assessment measures were utilízed to evaLuate family

functioning and change; in conjunction \'¡ith direct obser-

vation. These included:

1. Íhe Family Assessment Measure III (FAM III)

2. fhe Family AdaptabiJ.ity & cohesion Evafuation Scafes
(FACES II)

3. Ctre ck List of FamilY Concerns

The purpose of the evaluation measures were twofold' First-

ly, the writer intended to evaluate the suitability and Prac-

ticality of each of the assessment measures, given the clien-

teLe and setting; and secondly, to obtain a Pre and post

therapy measure of the ÌeveL of healthlpathology of the

fami ly .

The Family Àssessment Measure III

The FAM III, Family Assessment Measure III, was developed by

Harvey SkÍnner, Paul Steinhauer and Jack Santa-Barbara, at

the universíty of Toronto, where these authors are continuing

their validation studies. It is a self-report instrument

that provídes quantitative indices of family strengtlts and

weaknesses. FAM is based on a process model of family func-
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tioning, attempting to integrate different approaches to

family therapy and research. Seven basic concepts are as-

sessed which incl-ude: task accomplishment, role performance,

cornmun j. cation, affective expression, invoLvement, control,

and values and norms. Task accomplishment is identified as

the most basic activity of any family, and it is through the

process of accomplishing tasks that the family attains, or

fails to achieve objectives pertinent to its life as a grouP

(skinner, steinhauer, Santa-Barbara, 1983). The identified

concepts interrêlate to determine the level of task accom-

plishment.

FAM consists of three components:

I. A General Scale which consists of fifty-two j.tems

2. A Dyadic Relationship Scale which consists of forty-
two items, and

3. A Self-Rating Scale which also consists of forty-two
items.

The ceneral Scale focusses on the family as a system and its

l-eve1 of heaJ-th/pathology ' The scale provides an overall

rating of family functioning in rel-ation to the seven meas-

ures (subscales) identified in the process modeI, in addition

to a Sociaf Desirability and Denial subscal-e, making nine

subscales in total. The Dyadic Relatíonship scale examines

interaction between specific pairs in the family. For each

dyad an overal-I rating of functioning is given as well as

providing seven neasures (subscales) of the Process model.
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The Self-Rating Sca)-e focusses on the individual-'s percep!íon

of his/her functioning within the family unit. Again' an

overal-I index is given along with the seven measures of the

process model.

The questionnaire takes approximately t\,renty to sixty minutes

to answer depending on whether all three scales are adminis-

tered and the number of people in the family. It is designed

for all members in the family over tÏ¡e age of 10-12 years.

Raw scores are translated into standard scores for each sub-

scale. These are then plotted on a graph providing a profile

for each scale. Lo\.v scores of forty and below identify a

6trength. Scores belo\t sixty and above forty are average,

and hígh scores, sixty and above characterize a weakness or

family problem.

In addition to the clinical assessment FAM provides the Prac-

titioner with an objective tool for further examination of

family functioning. It provides an overview of family

strengths and weaknesses as related to the constructs of the

process model and identifies areas of potential difficulties

Lhat require further inquiry. The quantitative data coI-

lected at the initial stages of therapy can be used as a

baseline measure for evaluating Pre and post therapy

functioning.
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The preliminary analyses conducted to date used a hetero-

geneous sample of 475 families (N = 933 adults, n = 502

children) that were tested at various health and social

service settings in the Toronto area (Skinner, Steinhauer,

SanÈa-Barbara, f983). Examination of this data has shown

that the FAM scales are reliable, and that they significantly

differentiate between probÌem and nonproblem families. V'¡ith

respect to reliability, coefficient alpha provides a l-ower

bound estimate of the population reliability (ratio of true

score to observed score variance). The estimates for the

overall ratings are: Adults - .93 ceneral Scal-e, .95 Dyadic

Relationships, .89 Self-Rating; Children - .94 ceneral Scal-e,

.94 Dyadic Rel-ationships, .86 Self-Rating. These scores are

quite respectable as are the scores for the ceneraL (rangÍng

from .60-.87) and Ðyadic Relationships (ranging from .59-.82)

subscales (Skinner, Steinhauer, Santa-Barbara, f983). How-

ever, further study is required to raise the subscale reli-

abilities on the SeIf-Rating Sca1e, specifically for the Task

Accomplishment, fnvolvement and control subscales "

Family Adaptability and Cohesion Evaluation scal-es

A second tool util-ized was the FACES II Fanily Adaptabil-ity

and Cohesion Evaluation scales, developed by David oIson,

Richard Bell and Joyce Portener (1982) at the University of
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Minnesota. It is a thirty item self-report instrument that

can be administered to famities or couples. All family mem-

bers over the age of eleven are asked to complete the quest-

ionnaire. They answer each of the thirty items twice; once

for hov, they perceive their family currently to be, and again

for how they would like their family to be. The ideal and

perceived are compared to assess the level of satisfaction

\,Ji th the current fa¡nily system and this level is compared to

the post trêatment scores.

FACES II is designed to measure the individual's perception

of family cohesion and adaptability; belíeved to be the two

most central dimensj.ons of family behaviour by oIson, RusseIl

and Sprenkle (1979). Family cohesion relates to the emotion-

aI bonding fanity members have to one another, assessing the

degree to which family members are seParated from or con-

nected to their family. FamiLy adaptability rel-ates to the

ability of a marital or fanily system to change its power

structure, role relationships, and reLationship rul-es in

response to situational and devefopmental stress. This

dimension assesses the extent to which the family system j-s

f lexibl-e and able to change.

Within what has been termed tJte Circumplex Model, there are

four levels of family cohesion ranging from extreme l-ow
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(disengaged) to extreme high (enmeshed). The two balance

Ievels of cohesion are Èermed separated and connected. The

four levels of family adaptability range from extreme low

(rigid) to extreme high (chaotic). The two balance levels

are termed flexible and structured. For each dimension, the

balanced levels (moderate) are hypothesized tó be most viable

for healthy family functioning, and extremes are typicaLly

viewed as more problemaÈic.

Sixteen distinct types of famíly systems are identified by

combining the four Ievels of the cohesion with the four

IeveLs of the adaptability dimension. Four of these sixteen

types are moderate (baLanced types) on both the cohesion and

adaptability dimension. Eight tyPes are extreme on one

dimension and moderate on the other (mid-range types) and

four types are extreme on both dimensions (extreme types).

Each family members' converted score is ptotteå on the

Circumplex Model. This assists j.n understanding the dynamics

of the family and planning treatment goa1s.

The development of the FACES Scales has progressed over the

l-ast several years, and requires further testing. As meas-

ured by Cronbach's Alpha the figures relating to internal

consistency are satisfactory (.90). However the construct

validity was determined by way of factor analysis and no
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evidence of empirícal validity is provided. The factor load-
j-ngs for the dimensions of famity functioning, adaptability

and cohesion are fess impressive. They range from .34-.61

(averaging .49) for cohesion, and .10-.52 (averaging .37) for

adaptability. The test-retest rel-iabiJ-ity is good, at .84,

but is not representative as the test group consisted of. L24

university and high school students. Therefore FACES II has

it6 strengths, namely the high internal consistency, but also

possesses weaknesses in certain areas, particularly in terrns

of its empirical validity.

Checklist of Family Concerns

À third measure utilized to assess fanily functíoning was the

Check List of Family concerns.I The scale consists of

twenty- two items in total. The first twenty questions re-

quire the. respondent to rate their leve1 of satisfaction in a

variety of areas related to the family systêm. The final two

questions address the overall satisfaction with their family

and personal se1f. The questionnaire is appropriate for all

family members over the age of twelve and takes approximately

lthis form
Centre For Youth
Port1and, oregon,

was originally designed by the Morrison
and Family Service, 3355 S.E. Powell Blvd.,
97202.
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fíve to ten minutes to complete' The Check List provídes

every family member with the opPortunity to highlight their

perception of family strengths and weaknesses. This infor-

mation is then examined in relatj-onship to the other assess-

ment measures and the therapy sessions. The scale can also

be used as a pre and post treatment measure highlighting

areas of change from the individuatr's perspective. The

information can prove vaJ.uable, unfortunatêIy it does not

incorporate tests for reliability or validity. Thus resufts

can only lend themsel-ves to the development of hypotheses

that provide a direction for therapy'

The following chapter wiJ-I provide a more detailed discussion

of the evaluation measures in context of their appl-icaÈion

and va.Iue as assessment tooIs.
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Chapter Six

Evaluation of Practicum Families

fhis chapter examines the three assessment measures, Ttre

Check List of Family Concerns, The Family Assessment III, and

The FamiJ.y Adaptability & cohesion Evaluation Scale, utilized

by this wríter to evaluate family functioning. For each, a

case exampLe will be presented, concludÍng with a brief

critique of the measure as an assessment tool. Ttre chaPter

will close with a more indepth discussion of the suitability

of the assessment measures emPloyed for the PurPose of this

practicum.

The Check List of FamiLy concerns consists of twenty items.

T'here âre two additional questions that require the client to

rate the overall satisfaction with theÍr family and Índicate

the degree to v¡hich they feel good about themseLves. Used as

an intake tooL, it was given to family members upon their

arrivat at the office, typical.ly before Èhe initial session.

In some cases it was used as a pre and post measure.

fhis scale proved to be valuable in the assessment Process '

It is brief in that it can be comPteted in five rnj-nutes, yet

suppties the theraPist with important informatíon that may
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not otherwise come to light. An examination of the completed

form with subsequen! comparison bett¡reen family members can

provide knowledge in some or all of the follciwing areas:

a general indication of the family's strengths and
weaknesses

the presentíng problems which the farnily brings to
therapy

an indication of the tyPes of problems, ie. generally
affective/ communicative as oPPosed to housing or
financial difficulties
the state of mind and degree of distress feLt by each
family member

differences between famíly members in terms of their
perception as to what the family problems are, and the
severity of the problem

a subjective rating by each family member as to the
status of a major or minor Probl-em

pre and pos! therapy measures

alLowed for comparison to other assessment measures
that may have been ad¡ninistered to the family

Although the scale has proven to be a vaLuable intake tool it

is problematic in that some items are vague and may be misj-n-

terpreted. For example if a family member indicates that

they are very dissatisfied with the handling of anger and

frustration, this may be interPreted as a Personal difficulty

with anger and víolent outbursts, or might suggest that
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physical violence on the part of one or more other members is

viewed as a problem in this family. The Check List can only

lend itself to hypothetical interpretation on the Part of the

therapíst. AI1 possibilities that come to mind must be

explored further with the family'

The Larson Fami ty--Hi stori cal Information

Mrs. Laura Larson tel-ephoned the office requesting to speak

to a worker in regards to her twelve year old daughter,

Ashley. Àccording to Laura, she and her husband wilfred were

concerned about Ashley as she was described by her mother as

"fairly we1I developed physicalty" and "growing up too fast".

It was decided to meet initially with the parents and an

appointment was. schedul-ed at the earliest possible conven-

ience. Laura and WiLfred were living in a nearby rural town

wíth their daughter Ashley. Ash1ey was the youngest of their

four chitdren. ' Their oldest daughter Janet (age 29) ' \'¡a s

also ]j-ving with them as well as her five year old daughter

Krystaf. ,Janet returned to live with her Parents ten months

ago after separating from Ìrer second husband' He was pres-

ently living in Lethbridge. Janet was taking a 1ega1

secretarial course and expected to be fínished and move out

in four months. Laura and Wilfred rePorted that it was

stressfuf having ,Janet and Krystal living with them, and
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expressed some guiJ.t for feeling this way. Dan their second

ol-dest (age 27 ) , was married with two children and living in

winnipeg. cindy, (age 23), was working in winnipeg and

living wíth two other girLfriends.

This couple had been marrÍed for thirty years and had spent

the majority of that time apart due to Wilfred's occupation.

He wès employed by a construction company and had spent

extensive periods of time up North away from his famíIy. He

was away for as long as three months at a time and would

return home for a week or so. Thus Laura has functioned as

the primary parent in this family and had become accustomed

to a fairly independent lÍfe style. Wilfred had been laid
off four months ago and had not returned to work. fhis had

not only created a tremendous financial strain on this
family, but had demanded some adjustment in thei-r lives given

the time they now had to spend wíth one another.

At our first meeting the parents expressed several concerns.

Most of the issues were raised by Laura and she appeared to

be notÍceably more worried about ÀshLey than Wilfred. Laura

described Ashley as having a "body that doesn't quÍt--and she

knows it". Both parents were concerned at the rate of which

Ash1ey was maturing. Mentally and emotionally she was twelve

going on thirteenr physically, she appeared sixteen or older"
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According to Laura, Ashley was not popular at school or part

of the "in group". Hovrever this year she had become an over-

night success, had a steady boyfriend and was constantly on

the telephone or with her girlfriends. fhere was concern

over how Ashley was handling this and her feelings about her

own sêxuality. Fhere was also some question as to how Ashley

was adjusting to the "new rules" in the home, now her father

had returned home.

Parents also spoke of Ashley as their "Iove child" and felt

that she was very special to them. Apparently the three

older siblings \,rere " jealous" of Ashley as she received

special attention from her parents and had been given privi-

Ieges that they were not as fortunate to receive. OveraLl,

Laura and Wilfred were very proud of Ashley and indicated

that she did well in school, was active in athletics, and

they believed her to be open and honest r^ri th them.

Assessment of System Dys funct j.on

Although this family identified AshLey as the concern. this

writer expected to hear more about their difficulties adjust-

ing to Wilfred's assimj.lation back into the family, and the

financial strain they were now experiencing. Structurally

there appeared to be a sibling split in this family, result-
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ing in two different family subsystems. The older síb1ing

group, which includes the three older children, was not given

the attention nor did they experience the intinacy Ashley now

shared with her parents, Partj.cularly her mother. Mother and

daughter showed signs of enmeshment which functioned to limit

t^filfred's access to his family above and beyond the actual

physical sêparation he had experienced. Laura descríbed

Wilfred as withdrawn, shy and unwilling to discuss the famíIy

or himself with her or anyone else. Thus this was compounded

with the added stress of being unemployed which can quickly

overwheLm a person and lead to feelings of inadequacy and

worthlessness.

The above information was gathered in the first interview

wiÈh the parents. It was requested that they fill out the

probLem Check List before the initial interview. Ashley

completed her form the following week before Èhis worker met

with her alone.

From the completed forms the following was evident:

- all family members índicated that they. were either
dissatisfied or very dissatisfied with their own feel-
ings about themselves Personal lY

alI family members indicated that
satisfied with family finances

other problems indicated bY two
bers íncluded: sharing feelings

they were very di s-

or more family mem-
like anger, sadness I
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hurt, etc. i sharing of respons ibi liti es ; handling
anger and frustration; making contact with friends,
relatives, church, etci situation at work or schooli
and housing situation

This information was compared and contrasted Èo that which

the family indicated verbally in the initial inÈerview. This

parÈicular family proved Èo be fairly consj.stent in their

responsesi to the twenty-tt¡to it.ems, that is, there appeared a

general consensus as to the perceived family concerns. This

suggested that members had an awareness of the family as a

unit, which was important, as weII as being able to identify

and agree on the Problem areas. This was also supported by

that which the family indicated they were satisfied with:

making sensible rulesi being able to discuss what is right

and wrong; use of discipline; relationship between Paren¿s

and children; and the time family members sPend together.

Problem areas Èhat were clearly identified both on the Check

List and verbally included financial and housing diffi-

culties. Although it was evident on the check List that

other problem areas Íncluded: affective expression, role

performance (sharing of responsi¡ilities) and lack of socíaI

engagements and support network for the parentsi these diffi-

cultíes were onl-y hinted at by one family member or another.

The above example demonstrates that the Check List can be a

vafuable gssessment tool-. It can províde the therapist with
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LARSON FAMILY

¡eLor., 1s e llsr of faøily concerns. Indicsre hor,/ saaisfied you are r,¡1th hot¡ vour filrfly
is tloing NOI.¡ 4n each area. PuÈ a check (x) tn the box !hâ! shoes ¡,our ieelj.o! abotrc
each area.

DAUGHTER
Very Dj.s pls- ¡n

BeÈween Satl.fi Þ.1

Very

I. Shot¡ing tood feelings Goy, hâp-
Diness. Dleesure. ête.l X

z. Shari¡¡g teeJ.ings Iike afigê¡,
ôârñÂê. l,',rr Ái^ X

3. SharÍng plobleûs t¡tth the fâslly x
¡r. ¡låßJ.Eg seDstÞJ.e ruJ.es .Y
). tseiEg abLe Èo dlsêuss !¡ha! 1s

riphÈ end wronø- ,-Y
ö. Sharlng of responsLbllLciee Y
/. ÀÂoq.llog engeE ancl ltust¡eÈl'on .Y
õ. lea¡u¡g rrlEn ¡¡eEEers concernlnB

À--
9. lEoper use of åIcoho1, dlugs -Y¿u. . use o! cll.sclPLl.ne .Y

Phys .Y
J.Z. Ihe ¿UIOUn! O! indePenclence

vôr båvê ln thê fåhllw -Y
13. UÂklng coEÈact wlth frlends

rÞl árivFe ^Êrrr.Ìr âi¡ *
!4. KêlaE].orsÉps bê¡neefi parenls v
t). Xela!iof¡shlps between chlLclren X
ro! ¡(e¡aEloDsntps ÞeEpeen pa¡enEs

âF.l .hl l;lra¡ X
L/. {J.lDe ¡arll'J,y Ee.Eber6 spend .Y
J,E. SlruåÈ1on a! roik ôr school .Y
J,t. ¡¿IE]'¿y !l.oênCes Y
¿u. ¡lousing sj.Èuetj.on I
21. overalL setisfêcÈlon uith Ey

ì¿ake the last råting for yourselfl
lltyae
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LARSON FAMILY

Àel.os 1s ¿ lls¡ of faDtly coûceEns. IndLcaËe hot¡ salisfied yotl are wlth hotr :rour fnrìily
is doing N09{ +n each area. Put a check (x) In rhe box lhet shoÈs yorrr ¡e¿lin8 abo(¡è
eâch area.

MOTHER

ra sat Elon eftl¡ ûy

ì'feke the last ratfng for yourself¡
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LARSON FAMILY

Belos ts a lls¡ of faElly conceÍns. lndÍcate horJ serisfied you are with hou :rour fÂhiLy
1s doiog !99 -!n eâch area. Pul a check (x) in rhe box Èhå! shoÈs your fe¿lins abor¡¿
each areâ,

WILFRËD

I fådi1v r r ¡

Very D1s. p1s- ln
BêÈween SaclGfied

very

L. Showing good teeL].ûgs (Joy, hâp-
-r-ôêê ñr êâê!trè âÈ^ ì v

2. ShariBt teeLings llke arigeE,
Gâ'lhFq4 - hrirÈ - Êrð-

,y
3. She¡lng plobLeos w.llh the fsoily

Ã
4. t{a¡il,¡g seûsl.Þre rul.es X
5, Seiag aÞre to dlscuss ehaÈ l.s

rl phÈ ånd !¡ronø- x
6. Sharl¡g o! V

tiÂd(L!!.Eg angeE and lrusEralIon

E. Deallog lr¡¡h Eatters coDcemlng v
9. lroÞer use o! aJ.cohol, d¡r.rgs Y

10. Usê o! dlsclpllne
Y

Use of physicêI torce

lz. The aEounË o! j'nclePenclence
r'^,r Lá!'ô {- ÊLê 4.-{1., Y

13. Maklng coqtac¡ wllh frlends,
rêlatives - church. êtc.

^14. Re],¿Èl.onshl.Ps belweeB pareEts

rJt ¡(e¡aErons¡l],Ps oeEween cn]'J-dteit V
¡Þ. KeJ.AEt Otg¡¡.PS ÞêEÍeen pa¡ents

Áhá.h11árañ

I/, :r1Ee ¡A¡:'¡y Eelllbel6 SPend Y
IE. SlÈuarfo¡r a! Iroik or school X
.t y, ¡¿ro1ly ¡lnaqceg X
20. Housing siEuatÍon

X

l1Âke the last raÈing for youtself!
¿¿. ¡eertn8 gooo aÞouE Eyse.lt tx I I I
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a key to open up locked closets hiding family skeletons, so

to speak. The therapist is given the necessary information

to develop hypotheses and can pursue them when the

opportunity presents itseLf .

It is always of great importance to note how the children

rate the parental relationship. This child indicated her

parent's relationship was "in-between". Afthough these

parents identified their daughter as the concern, the infor-

mation gathered 6uggested that the parental dyad may become

the primary target system. The presenting problem expressed

by parents was the concern for their daughter's adjustment

to adolescence with particular emphasis on issues of sex-

uality. No family member indicated this as a concern on the

family check tist. This sÈrengthens the hypothesis that

although this couple identified their daughter as the

problem, it was the marital system that required attention.

Further, this was mother's way of engaging her husand in

therapy, which is a common occurrence on the Part of one

spouse. Most couples single out a child as the identified

problem and may or may not allow the therapist, in tj.me, to

shift from the parenting issues to the marital relaÈionship.

It is typical of a wise stragegy Èo go the path of least

resistance and accept the executive system's view of the

problem as one of child management, encouraging the parents

to work together to solve their dif ficul-ties. It may then be
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possibLe to shift the focus onto the marital relationship.

In conclusion, even though the check List has its weak

points, it does provide the therapist with some val-uable

leads that assist in directing the therapy. IÈ also serves

to frame the therapy process by initially giving aI1 fanily

members the message that it is important that they al1 parti-

cipate and every person's input and opinion is of value.

The Check LisÈ may also be examined in conjunction with the

FAM III or FACES II scales. One item on the Check List that

is of vital j.mportance is item 22--feelíng good about one-

self. If the individual- rates him or herself as very dis-

satisfied and also scores below 40 on the FAM III, social

Desirability subscale, then Èhere is a strong possibility

that this family member may be anxious, hysterical or

depressed at the Èime of completing the forms (Skinner.

Sleinhauer, Santa- Barbara, f983). If so, the validity of

the other FAM scales are not guaranteed. This functions as a

"red f1ag" so to speak for the therapist and alerts him or

her to the fact that there are other things going on with the

famíIy which require immediate attentíon.

Famify Assessment Measure III

The Family Assessment Measure, FAM III, has been designed for
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use ín clinical and research settíngs as a diagnostic tool;

as a measure of therapy process and outcomei and as an

instrument for the examination of family functioni.ng

(skinner, Steinhauer, Santa-Barbara, 1983). The emphasis is
placed on the faniJ.y's process, with the accomplishment of

tasks identified as the most basic activity of aI1 farnil-ies.

Who performs what roles, the types of communicative messages

exchanged by famiJ-y members, the affective .expression and

involvement displayed by family members, the means by which

farnily members conÈroI and influence one another, and the

underlying values and norms held by each member, alI interact

and affect the degree to which a famiJ.y is capable of carry-

ing ouÈ the necessary tasks critical to its perpetuation.

FAM provides the therapist with indices of family strengths

and weaknesses, in relation to the six aforementioned family
processes from three perspectj.ves: the famíIy as a system,

Èhe dyadic retationships, and the individual's perception of

his/her functioning in the famiJ.y.

The FAM scale can be administered at any time, but is typi-

cally done so at the beginning of therapy. It is left to Èhe

therapistrs discretion as to what scales family members

should complete and when. Not aII scales need be filled out,

and in certain situations aLI are not applJ-cab1e. For

example, to request thal a family with young children, or a
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couple, complete the self-rating subscale, does noå always

make sense as their responses will reftect the dyadic rela-

tionshipr whereas the questj.ons relate to the indivíduaL

wíthin the context of their family. In this case, the Gen-

eral Scale and the Dyadic ScaJ-e may be aJ.1 that is required.

The wray Fami ly- -Hi stori ca1 Information

Ted Wray, age thirty years, and his wife .foanne, age twenty-

six years, had been married for six years. They Iived

common-law for two years before they were married. They had

two children, Christopher, age five, and Beckj.e, age eighteen

months. They owned their own home in Stonewall, and pre-

ferred to live in the rural area. Ted had been employed as a

machine mechanic for the last eight years and was quite handy

around the house. Joanne worked for a real estate agent as

clerical staff. Both worked nine to five with weekends off.

,Joanne grew up in Dauphin, and Ted in StonewalI. Most of

Ted's extended family stitl lived in stonewall. He vtas lhe

third oldest of five siblings. Joanne's extended family was

in Vancouver. She had one older sister. Her parents re-

mained in an unhappy marrÍage "for the sake of lhe kids" and

divorced when Joanne was in her late teens.

one morning in January, without any forewarning, Joanne went
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to her mother-in-lawrs home to pick up Beckie, and informed

her that she and Beckie were leaving for Vancouver. Ted had

aÌready left for work and. had driven the children to his
parents. As both Joanne and Ted work the children were taken

to their grandparents' home every day. They took turns drop-

ping the children off each morning. ,Joanne asked her mother-

in-law not to interfere and promised that she wouLd phone Ted

from the airport. Ted's sister, Susan, called Ted immed-

iately and he left work to try and stop Joanne at the air-
port. $lhen Joanne attempÈed to call Ted from the airport,
Ted was already on his way. He was unabl-e to catch ,Joanne,

and she and Beckie f l-ew to Vancouver. Ted wâs utterly

shocked by ,Joanne's leaving. He was certainJ.y a\,¿are thaÈ

they were having problems, and had been for several years,

but never anticipated that ,Joanne would leave. Joanne stated

afterwards Èhat she had to get away and believed this was the

only course of actj-on open to her. She felt herself under

great emotional straj.n and said if she had not gone when she

did she would have ended up in a mental hospital needing

psychiatric care.

This couple was able to negotiate Joanne's return home over

the telephone. Originally .foanne wanted them to relocate in
Calgary--a midpoint between their extended families. Joanne

then agreed to come home if Ted promised not to spend so much
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time at hj.s parents' house and help more around the house.

Ted agreed and Joanne returned to Stonewall, with Beckie, six

weeks later, the middle of February.

Ted had initially requested help four days after .Toanne's

departure. He came to the office on a walk-in basis wanting

to speak to a counsellor. The case was transferred to my-

self and I saw this couple for the first time a week after

,Joanne' s return to Stonewalf.

The fotlowing issues and concerns' were identified in our

first meeting:

1. Joanne's primary complaint was that Ted spent too
much time at his parents' home. Gathering data on
this point, Ted agreed that he did visit his parents
every day. This was in part due to the fact that he
(or they together) must pick up the children. But
Ted reported that he might spend an hour there be-
cause "There's always someone there and they ask you
how you are and how your day has been, and I don't
get that at home". Joanne feels that his family
takes away from thej.r time together. Ted said he
has only been going to visit at his parents once a
week since ,Joanne's return.

An interesting point related to this, vtas that Ted
always took Chris with hin when he went out, or
would keep him up late while Joanne retired for the
evening. Joanne made the statement feel my
husband is marríed to my son more than me, and I
resent my son and my husband because of it". Most
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certainly the son had been triangulated into the
marital conflict and served as a buffer between the
parents.

,Joanne's other major complaint was that Ted would
noÈ help around the house. she fêIt that they both
work thus should share the household chores. Upon
exploring this further it was evident that Ted does
help out. The problem was thaÈ Joanne had to te1l
him what to do. For exampLe, if ,Joanne was going
out for the evening and did not get the dishes done,
Ted would not take it upon hirnself to do them. How-
ever, if she asked hi¡n to do the dishes he would
oblige her without argument. Joanne \'¡as infuriated
by always having to tell Ted what to do. Joanne
aþpeared to be very active, controLling tyPe of
pãrson. Ted on the other hand, was very laid-back
ãnd easy going. Joanne wanted and expected Ted to
take thè initiative and be more directing and deci-
sive with her. If she asked him a question he woul-d
respond by saying "Whatever you want dear". 'Joanne
felt that she must make all the decisions. She ex-
ptained on the phone that in her mind Ted had never
realJ-y grown up and dePended on her too much. She
at tiireJ, felt like she was more of a mother to him
than a wife and was resentful- because of it. How-
ever, she has never expressed these sentiments to
Ted. Joanne also stated that Ted does not give her
any support (if she has a proble¡n it is "her prob-
lem" not "their problem" ), nor does he know how to
comfort her when she is uPset.

Ted was concerned over the lack of communication.
He said, "We don't really tal-k that much at all' If
we do itrs about what T.v. Program to watch. If we
go out for dinner or something it's uncomfortable
becaus. we don'È have anything to say to one another

. We never really get together at all. "You
have Èo make an aPPointment with Joanne to have a
sexual experience with her".

Ted also stated Èhat \,,¡hen he does have an opinion
about something Joanne discredits him while someone
else may have the same opinion and ,Joanne is very
supportive of their stance. Ted felt this was
emþhasized by the fact that ,Joanne Ieft without even
co*i.rg to him f irst to d.iscuss their dif ficu.Lties '

It was also pertinent that thís couple had not had a
vacation together since they were married. Ted
claimed that was not much of a holiday as they spent

3.
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their time vísiting Joanne's fanily in England.
They stayed a1I but one night at Joanne's grand-
mother's. Ted saíd he was unable to take time off
work (êxcept for weekends) because they needed the
money. Joanne disagreed and said she felt their
marriage was more important. Joanne has taken
holidays every year without Ted. She typically
would visit her family in vancouver.

4. Ted was also unhappy with the delegation of tasks
around Èhe home. He described it as a state of
" di sorganj.zation " and said that "nothing ever gets
done". Both had expectations of what the other
should do, but had never formally discussed it.
Each just assumed that the other kne\,¿ lvhaÈ to do
when. This resulted in Èasks not being conpleted
(i.e. dishes washed, vacuuming, Iaundry, etc.) and
hard feelings towards the other for not doing his or
her part .

Assessment of System DYs function

civen the above and that which was obtained from the FAM III,

Dyadic Relationship subscale in which the family scored in

Èhe upper range of family problems, this couple was exPer-

iencing serious relationship difficulties. There was no

emotional support and little affective involvement. They

cou.l-d not effectivety communicate thus issues were left un-

resolved and problem solving was non-existent. Roles were

chaotic and household tasks not completed. The children had

been triangulated into the marital conflict and each partner

had turned to extended famiì.y for support as a result of

theír ineffectiveness as a couple to resoLve their marital

dif ficul-ties. This had caused hard feelings and had only
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created further distance between the t\,¿o.

Developmentally it was evident that neither Ted nor Joanne

has successfully differentiated from their own families of

origin. Although they themselves were presently in the life

stage of a family with young children, they as individuals

married before firmly establishing a sense of independent

selfhood. By marrying too soon they sought a substitute for

the security of their families of origin and an escape from

their fears of being alone. In doing so, they transferred to

the new marriage unresolved difficulties experienced in their

own families. Both brought to the marriage insecurities and

needs, wanting desperately to feel reassured and protected by

the other. Sj-nce neither could risk rejection, they suppres-

sed their own feelings and unmet needs that threatened to

aggravate the other, This may have sufficed for a time, but

after several years of marriage they began to feel that some-

thing was seriously wrong. Caught in a two-sided dePendency,

neither was able Èo gj.ve to the othêr. due Lo their own yearn-

ing for nurturance and supPort. Soon they felt abandoned and

alone in their own right and discovered their inabíIities to

help one another. Their attemPts to solicit love and atten-

tion from each other only functioned to wedge them further

apart. Many couples become as Ted and Joanne did' over-

whelmed with anger and hurt, strangers in Èheir own home,

símp1y going through the motions.
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The Vlr:ays were given both the Check List and the Dyadic Scale

prior to the initial session and after therapy was completed

as pre-/post therapy measures. The following observations

were deduced from the dyadic profile:

Most scores are above 60, measuríng in the family
problem area. The greater the number of elevated
scores the more severe or generalized the family path-
o1o9y is likely to be.

The hígher the score the greater the likelihood of a
disturbance, particularly if indicated by both
spouses.

civen these general interpretations of the scores it is evi-

dent that thís couple is experiencing serious marital dis-

cord. Areas of greaÈest concern include task accomplishment,

communication, affective expressíon, issues of conÈroI, and

val-ues and norms. One might question the inclusion of values

and norms, however, the twenty-three point spread between

Joanne's and Tedrs profile raises some concerns. ,fust as the

therapist is alerted to elevated scores, likewise, extended

differences can be a cue to serious problems, particularly

for this subscale. The profile was consistent with the

issues and concerns identified by this couple, and as well

reflected their ¡nental state. That is, Joanne was observed

Èo be, both verbally and non-verbally more upset and agi-

tated, and expressed these sentiments more so than her

husband.
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Post Therapy Profile

The post therapy profile, obtained six nonths later, after

the eleventh and final sessions indicated a general improve-

ment in all areas. Throughout the course of therapy this

couple was able to reaffirm their commitment to one another

and strengthen the boundary around the marital subsystem.

The amount of time they spent together and the number of

positive exchanges between the two greatly increased. Ted no

longer had to típ toe around the bedroom in the morning with

the lights off, in Èhe pitch black, attemPting to get himself

ready for work, as ,Joanne endeavored to catch an extra twenty

minuÈes of sleep. A sj.ncere concern of Ted's, in the begin-

ning, was Èhat he could never find a pair of socks that

matched, as the tension was so great betgteen the two, if he

took the liberty to turn on the light, ,Joanne would attack

with an onslaught of verbal obscenities. In time this became

a personal joke between the three of us. The children were

no longer triangulated into the marital conflictr nor were

extended families used as al-1ies. By reworking the commit-

ment to one another, Joanne and Ted were able to overcome

their greatest fear of losing one another, and discussed

their problems j-n an open and direct manner wiÈh one another.

Although Ted was Èhe partner who atways maintaíned that he

never wanted to be separated, he was the one who had become
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untrusting of .Ioanne.
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He was very shaken by her leaving, and

the concern that .she woul-d leave agaín without any fore-

warning remained in the back of his mind. It would take more

than the six months \,te had together to reestablish the trust

lost between this couple. This ñesitation on Ted's part is

reflected in the post-therapy profile. The scores on the

communication and invol-vement subscales are still sornewhat

high. Joanne's profile indicaÈes that there have been some

significant changes and she appears to be feeling far more

comfortable in her role as wife and mother. Although it was

agreed that there remained issues ,yet to be resolved, this

couple felt they now had the skills and confidence Èo tackl-e

them on theír own, knoqtj.ng that the door was always oPen for

them to return.

Family AdaptabiliÈy & cohesion Evaluatj.on Scale

The Family AdaptabíIíty & Cohesion Evaluation Scales, FAcEs

II, are designed to measure individuat family members' p.r-

ception of family cohesion and adaptability. This scafe

includes an alternate questionnaire form designed for

couples. The content of the question remains the same, but

the pronouns have been changed such that it is directed at

the marital relationship. This scal-e was administered as an

aLternate to the FAM dyadic scale in two cases.
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wendy winters and Ken Black\rood--Hi storical Information

Wendy winters teLephoned the office requestíng to see some-

one, and an appointment was mad,e for her to see me. Wendy

was a thirty-seven year oId who was presently living co¡nmon-

1a$/ vrith her twenty-four year old boyfriend Ken Blackwood.

vfendy became pregnant at age seventeen and vtas unhappily

married to an alcoholic husband for sixteen years. After

separating from her husband, three years "go, Wendy moved

from the rural area into Winnipegr where she met Ken four

months later. Tlxree months after they had met, they began

living together. Wendy was presently employed in a garment

factory and Ken had jusÈ been laid off from his job as a

courier.

Wendy had two children, a daughter Janet, aged twenty and a

son David, aged sixteen. Janet too, became Pregnant at

seventeen and was involved in an unhappy marriage. Wendy had

very little contact wíth her son David, and was told by her

daughter that he was getting into a lot of trouble lately.

Wendy was referred by her physician because of what was des-

cribed as an acute anxiety state. She was extremely tearful

throughout the entire interview and reported that she had

been that way off and on for about a year. She also had dif-
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ficulty eating and sleeping. When it came to my attention

lhat Wendy was líving common-Iaw (which was something she did

not make obvious at the start) she was requested to return

with Ken the following week. wendy described her relation-

ship as a positive one and said that Ken was very supportive

of her. The followíng week we had our first conjoint meet-

ing. Wendy and Ken were asked to comPlete the Problem Check

List and the FACES questionnaire before the meeting. Ken was

very apprehensive about being there as the doctors had told

wendy that he tras her Problem and she should leave the

relationship. Therefore there was some back-tracking to be

done and he needed to be reassured that thi.s worker had no

j-ntentions of condemning him.

In discussing their relationship with them, it became evident

that they were in serious difficulty' when they began ì-iving

togeÈher, Ken rnoved into Wendy's aPartment, and everything in

the apartment was owned by Wendy. She took him under her

wing, so !o speak, primarily in response to her emotional

need.s. Ken reciprocated primarily in response to his finan-

cial needs. Their relationship began as a convenj-ent

arrangement three years previous, and develoPmentally as a

couple they had not progressed beyond that point.
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Assessment of System Dys function

As two individuals joining together to construct a new unit,

they had yet to deal with the necessary adjustments when

forming a couple system. Wendy stilJ. maintained all of the

responsibility of runnJ.ng the household. she paid the bi1ls,

handl-ed aLl fiscal matters, did the cleaning, cooking, laun-

dry, and worked fulf time. They did not have a joint bank

account, and if wendy ran short she would ask Ken for twenty

dollars until payday, with the understanding that she would

pay him back. Ken did pay half the rent. In the session I

had \,/ith Wendy alone she played the "poor me, Iook at a1l

these things I have to do" ro1e, but never had, nor did she

think she could, discuss them with Ken. In the joint session

Ken reported that he had no idea how unhappy Wendy was' until

she had come home last week and informed him that she had

been !o see thj-s worker and ít was requested that he join us

at our next meeting.

Structurally this pair had never formed a couple system.

t{endy carried on as a parent, allowing Ken to be the irres-
ponsibJ.e child. Wendy c1aímed thaÈ she was frightened to

speak up because she did not want to re-experience the

arguing and fighting that \,¿ent on in her previous marriage.

Thus her world view held that conflict was negative and

should be avoided at all costs. She was also fearfut that
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Ken would take offense and withdraw. Ken claimed thaÈ he

never realized that there wa6 a problem, and símply avoided

the íssues. It became a never- ending cycle where the more

Ken withdrew tb.e more depressive symptoms vlendy developed,

and the more depressed wendy became the more Ken maintained

he was unaware of Wendy's sadness.

ln response to the FACES questionnaire, wendy Perceived their

relationship as s tructural ly-connected whereas Ken defined it

as rigidly-separated. This follows from her dependence on

him for emoÈional support, and his reliance on her for finan-

cial support. Ken kept his emotional- distance as he felt he

would have been consumed by wendy if he allowed her to come

too close. He maintaj-ned important suPports outside their

relationship and never perceived their problems to be as

serious as wendy felt they were. This is clearly evident in

their responses to the problem Check List.

Wendy's perception of their rel-ationshiP (structurally con-

nected) more so reflects how she wanted the rel-ationship to

be, raÈher than how it was. Due to her own fear of losing

Ken, she chose èo blame hersetf and m¿iintained that thj.s was

"her problem" as opposed to believing that the depression she

was experiencing was somehow related to the state of Èheir

relationship.
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I met with this couple seven times before transferring the

case as f lvas leaving. As a paradoxical move, I,lendy was

encouraged to take all the blame for the difficuÌties. As a

result I was not perceived as a threaÈ to Ken and we were

able to establish a workíng relationship. Wendy quickly

retatiated and found it within herself to confront Ken with

their rel-ationship problems. We were then able to proceed

with therapy. The pace at which we advanced was intention-

ally very slow given the rigidity of this system. Hovrever,

wendy took flight, became more depressed, lost her job and

chose to see a psychiatrist. She was then again given the

message that Ken was her problem and she should l-eave the

relationship. They had then gone fuII circle and were right

back where they had started. wendy had been successful in

blocking the therapy process and maintaining the homeostasis.

Wendy and Ken were given Èhe option of returning to stonewall

to continue therapy as a couple, or for Wendy Èo see the

psychiatrist on an individual basis. They chose to continue

as a couple. My last meeting with them was the case transfer

conference with my supervisor. I47h en completing a foIlow-up

sometime later I was informed that la¡êndy and Ken lvere unable

to keep their commitment and discontinued therapy. There-

fore, post-therapy data was not obtained.
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Assessment of EvaLuation Measures

In review, three assessment measures were utilized to evalu-

ate family functioning and change. These included the check

List of Farnily Concerns, the Family Assessment Measure and

the Famil-y Adaptability & Cohesion Evaluation Scales. The

rationale behind using three measures was twofold. Firstly,

and moat importantLy it was riry intention to evaluate the

suitability and practicality of each of the measures;

secondly, the scales were used as pre and post therapy

measures.

In respect to therapy, the importance of systematicaLly

monitoring and evaluating the process cannot be overstated.

v{e are now living in the age of accountabiLity and everywhere

there is an emphasís placed on evaluatíon. Requesting that

the family or couple complete a questionnaire such as the

Check List of Family Concerns or FAM II, functions to frame

the therapy process. The family is given the message that

this is a family problem, that each member's opinion and

input is necessary and of value, and that no one famí1y mem-

ber will be blamed or ostracized. once the assessment has

been completed and the therapist has obtained a family pro-

file, she has the opÈion of providing them with an interpre-

tation of their present difficulties and if approprj-ate, may
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further discuss with them their goals for theraPy. This

tends to enhance motivation and pave the way for positive

therapeutic expectations. It' may also provide the therapist

with the data required to monito.r the therapeutic process,

thereby revealing the necessity for revisíon of the treatment

program. Related to this, but on a different vein, the

accumulated data provides statistical evidence suPporting or

refuting a particutar model or program. such elevation adds

to the present body of knowl-edge and contributes to the

advancement of the professj.on and to the clients who entrust

to the therapist their personal Ïíistories when faced with

difficult life si-tuations. It is essential that there is

some method applied to the madness, and that we as profes-

sionals offer our clients more than a subjective interpre-

tatíon of the Problems they present to us.

The check List of Family concerns was ttell worth the time and

effort it took to adminj.ster. As touched upon previously,

this scale proved valuable as an assessment tool' It is

quick and easy to complete yet provides the therapist with

important information in a variety of areas. However, the

Check List must be subjectively interpreted by the therapist

and only lends. itself to hyPothetical speculation that must

be explored further with the family.

The FAM III scale also proved to be a valuable assessment
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tool. The profiles obtained fít vrell \,¿ith the conceptual

framework of the structural / strategic model. fhe question-

naires were no! difficult to understand and clients reported

few or no problems when completing them. However, if the

family is large and t\.ro or more of the scales are ad¡ninis-

tered at one sitting, it may take hatf an hour to an hour to

complete, which can prove trying for clients. Íhis can be

easily corrected by having the family complete one scaJ.e

prior to the intake session to ensure they understand the

directi.ons, then requesting they take the additional scaLes

home or complete them at the next meetíng. As a pre and post

therapy measure FAll III also proved useful .

Profile results appeared congruent with the client's self
report and the therapist's observations. However, this re-
lates to the leve1 of heaLth and pathology on the six sub-

scales, and does not address specific problem areas.

In comparison, the FACES II measure proved to be more diffi-
cuJ.t for clients to comprehend and the data obtained was less

applicable. Although the FACES scaLe was shorter and

appeared less complex than the FAlvl scaLe, clients had more

trouble following the directions and completing i.t properly.

They asked more questions while cornpleting the questionnaire

and generally appeared to attribute less credibility to this
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scale. That is, I sensed that those who compLeted the FÀl,l

scale feft it would be of greater scientific value and more

beneficial to the therapeutic process than those who com-

pleted the FACES scale. In addition, I found the conversion

of the data more difficult and the end results less helpful

in the assessment process. I was looking to reveal patterns

of interaction. The FAM nieasure was useful in this endeavor

as ít functions to disclose the process of interactíon where-

as the FACES scale focuses on the structure of Èhe system.

For myself, the FAM scale provided. more of the kind of infor-

mation that went hand in hand with my personal understanding

of family systems and that which is necessary when completing

a thorough assessment. I would without question, use the FAM

III measure in the future.

There were other problems that presented themselves when

using the scales. Most noticeably, the clientele at the

Stonewall office did not appear overly enthusiastic about

fí11in9 out the questionnaires. This was an exercise that had

not been undertaken at the Cêntre before, and was new to both

staff and clients. The community health centre was just that'

a facility that provided a wide variety of services for the

entire 1oca1 populaÈion. I was very muçh impressed with the

posj-tive attitude the people of Stonewall and those in the

outlying rural- areas held towards the Centre and the staff
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that worked in the different areas. fhere appeared to be

both co-ordination and co-operation between the RCMP, the

doctors, the public health nurses, the chj.ld weJ.f are t¡¡orkers,

the mental health workers, the probation workers and the

income security workers. This was an informal kind of work-

ing relationship that is much more prevalent in the rural

setting. Families are much less transient, there is a much

greater sense of community and there is a more open and posi-

tive attitude towards those in the helpíng professions that

is seldom observed in the urban centers. However, this atti-
tude made my task more difficulÈ for severaL reasons. First-
Iy I was introducing something new, and for those clients
returning this was an unexpected change which automatically

created resistance. Secondly, the fact that I was a Master's

student from the University complete with clinicalLy tested

assessment measures and excelLent supervi s ion/ consultation

options, did not impress the clientele. I brought to them

exactly what they had chosen to leève .behind. That is, I had

the sense, that with my attachment to the University and my

questionnaires f was bringing the city to their rural conxnun-

ity. Even though I clearly explained my position and the

rationale behind the forms I requested clients complete, I
felt an unwillingness on the part of clients to accept that
part of what I had to offer. Some families did not put as

much effort into filling out the forms as I thought they
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might have. one family neglected to

questionnaire, even though Èhey had

sor in addition to myself Pursuing

and sending ouÈ a letter.

return the post therapy

made a commitment to do

the matter by telephone

Thus, it became evident that which assessment measures the

therapist requests the family to complete' how they are

introduced to the family as well as the timíng of their

introductions is of critical importance. Three factors can

be identified as to when it is appropriate to introduce

assessment questionnaires to the family, The first consid-

eraÈion relates to the therapist's own comfort with intro-

ducing the forms and the explanation provided to the family

as to why the theraPist has requested that they complete the

questionaires. If it is explained to family members that the

queçtionnaire will be helpful as it will provide the thera-

pist with a greater understanding of how each individual

family member sees themself within their family, and the

scientific value of the measure is downplayed, most indiv-

ídua1s are comfortabl-e with completing the questionnaire.

Emphasis is placed on the imporèance of each indj-vidual's

perspective of theír place wíthin the family, and time must

be taken to anst{er questions family members may have.

Secondly, the complexity of the questionaire, that is' how

long it takes to complete, how methodi cal/ infornal the ques-
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tions wÍII appear to the fámily members; and how threatened

farnily members may be by the kind of questions they are asked

to respond to must be evaluated. The therapist must ask her-

self, "Is the famiJ.y at the point where they can answer these

questions? " Finally, and related to the above, the more

joined the therapist is to the fanily the more willing the

family will be to complete the questionnaire. It follows

that the more complex Èhe questionaire the more joined the

therapist should be prior to introducing the questionnaire.

The check List of Family concerns is brief and conventional

enough that it can be given to family members at the initial

intake meeting. Assessment measures such as FAM III and

FACES should be introduced after the therapíst is confident

that she or he is well joined with the family and the neces-

sary rapport has been established. If not, the therapist

runs the risk of the client feeling like a "Iabratory rat"

and being turned off by what appears Èo be a nonempathetic

therapist.

If the above are adhered to lvhen introducing assessment meas-

ures the family is more líkely to co-operate and feel at

ease, and less 1ike1y to '¡¿ithdraw from therapy. When the

therapist requests family members to comPlete a questionnaire,

the therapist must be cognj.zant of the fact that this is most

likely a new and rel-ativeLy uncomfortable task for the
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family. Each family is unique and the therapíst iust ¡e

prepared to respond to the family's needs and not be overly

anxious to Proceed \"rith the theraputic agenda'



Chapter Seven

Concluding Remarks

In looking back, this practicum experience was extremely

valuable both in terms of professional and personal growth.

In regards to the former, I had been working ín the city of

Winnipeg in the area of child weffare for four years prior to

my work ín Stonewall. I was pleasanÈIy surprj-sed and very

encouraged to find the quality of the servj.ces and profes-

sional accountability in this particular rural area far

superior to what I had experienced in the urban setting.

There was an entirely different flavour to working at this

location, where on the one hand I felt more at ease and

relaxed about the task at hand, yet there was constant

pressure to achieve excellence; to learni and offer to the

client the best possibJ.e service.

This was al-so my first experience with clinical assessment

measures. It was decided to go with using more than one

measure to provide a more varied experience and to allow for

a contrast and comparison of the assessment measures

selected. This had its advantages and disadvantages. The

advantage was that I did have the opportunity to sample two

scientifically developed questionnaires and one subject
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questionnaire. This was helpful in that it assisted me in

deciding which ones were of value to me and useful in the

therapy process. I have already stated that I found FAM IfI

more suj.ted to my needs and will use it in my practice in the

future, as well as the Check List of Family concerns. The

disadvantage is that by using more than one measure, perhaPs

f did not all-ow myself fair exposure to.each of the measures

to make an accurate assessment of their suitability. How-

ever, aÈ thís point I have onty my subjective opinion, which

is that I am satisfied with the route I chose. An important

objective was to gain exposure to assessment measures and

this goal was achieved.

onê final discovery I made in regards to using different

measures was that as far as the client is concerned, a scafe

is a scale, is a scale. Although clients agreed to complete

questionnaires, there was always a sense that this was not a

comfortable undertaking. Recognizing that it is a difficult

decision to request professional hel-p (Gourash, I978), at

times I felt like I was bombarding clients wi¿h forms con-

senting to the use of video equipment, questj.onnai res , and

possibly requesting permission for live supervision. what is

second nature to the therapist appears to be an unpleasant

experience for the clienÈ. I have certaj.nly become more

aware of to the client's position, and although lhe inport-
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ance of administering questionnaires before the initial

session is stressed, the therapist must be sensitive to the

family's availability, and proceed carefully. complex quest-

íonnaires should only be introduced when adequate joining has

been achieved with the family by the theraPist.

Fina1ly, it is my hope that this Practicum report will- be of

benefit to others who are curious to learn more about the

Structural/strategic Model of Family Therapy and perhaps even

courageous enough to adopt it as their choice of inter-

vention. Many therapists are now making the shift to a

structural- approach as there is now an abundance of liter-

ature on this model and it is less difficult than the strat-

egic model to put into practice. I will continue to use the

Structural/Strategíc Model; to learn; and to contribute to

the SociaI work profession that which I have been given.

Indeed, every ending is a new beginning.
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